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TWO WEEKS OF CAMP LIFE

For the Sardine Industry, But Uncle Sam Will Soon Have New England Youth Set Ex
ample For Conservative Knox County Batteries of Coast Artillery Are Keeping
a Superior ' Quality Is
Examinations For Clerk
Banking In Kansas
°Pen House At Fort Williams
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and Foot Carrier
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When a man has not a good reason
••• for doing a thing he lias one good rca— son for letting it alone.—Walter Scott.
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BATH’S GOOD LUCK
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Shipyard Has More Work Than It
Can Do—Also a Mystery
Hum iiiinifmu iiiiimrA
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The five vaehts contracted for by
the Batli Iron Works Corporation, on
the 'Fourth ot July* will be 154 foot
yachts and will represent p value of
$2,000,000. President Newell of the
Bath plant stated that the new Bath
Iron Works Corporation was faced
by an almost impossible task, that of
turning forth 15 vessels, 11 yachts
and four fish trawlers in the com
paratively short time of 15 months.
The rise of the Bath shipyard is
almost unbelievable coming as it has
from obscurity to a point where it
will require over a year of day and
night shifts to keep step with the pro
duction contracted for.
Mystery shrowds the latest con
tract awarded the B.I.W., a’’ Bath
and undoubtedly many others are
wondering who are having five 154
foot yachts built identical in every
respect, and what they are bei.ig built
for.
As delivery calls for the last of the
summerj)f 1930 it is thought possibly
they are being built for the American
Cup Race of Newport, R. I., in Sep
tember of 1930.

FOR SALE OR LEASE

LARGEST and BUSIEST REPA RSHOP!
I

IN THE CITY

Lock, Stock and Barrel
Spring Street

The Arcade Building

NEMO’S REPAIR SHOP
S.
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The following from the current
The three Knox County batteries of} an extreme range of 30,000 yards,
issue of the Pratt (Kansas) Daily
Tribune will be read with keen ap Coast Artillery went into camp at governed only by the visibility from
preciation by the Knox County Fort Williams Saturday, and have the battery primary and secondary
friends of the man whom it chiefly* settled down to the two weeks’ station which extends from Cundy’s
’grind” which has its pleasurable Point, Cape Elizabeth, to the extreme
concerns:
sardine packing inspection law that postofflee service in Rockland.
♦ * * ♦
side as well as plenty of real work.
end of Fort Leavitt on Cushing’s
was enacted by the 1929 legislature
Regular positions with full time
Sunday afternoon there was a pa Island.
In the history of Pratt county there
and has been in effect since April.
service are seldom filled by direct ap has been but one bank failure. True, rade in honor of Col. John W. Wright,
The objective of the 240th Regi
The State Commissioner of Agri pointment from eligible registers. during the lean years of the late commander of the United States ment is to fire these guns at extreme
culture, under whose authority ad Eligibles are first appointed as sub eighties and early nineties several Filth Infantry, and -Capt. David R. range. For the last three years the
ministration the sardine law has stitutes and are required to he avail Pratt county banks closed their Wolverton, Q. iM. C.. in recognition 240th has outdistanced every other
doors, but no failures resulted—-hard of their work on the new terraced National Guard unit and practically
been placed, said that his depart able to render service whenever need times had simply made the business camp site and their invaluable inter
every regular Army coast artillery
ment has met many difficulties in ed. Vacancies in the regular force of banking an unprofitable one.
est in the general activities of die outfit in long range firing.
putting the new service into effect are filled by the promotion of the
The fact that Pratt county banks regiment.
Eleven rounds, fired from the
chiefly from the fact that it must, senior substitutes. The salaries for are noted over the state as being
The officers and enlisted men of Halute cannon at Fort Williams, re
under the law, be self-supporting, regular employes range from $1700 among the most substantial, can be
the unit, n lumbering 550, made camp echoed throughout Casco Bay Mon
depending upon a fee of one cent per to $2100 per annum. These positions
Sunday and entertained visitors. day afternoon when the 240th Regi
case levied on sardines shipped out are permanent during good ‘behavior.
Preceding the public parade. War ment, Maine National Guard, en
from each factory.
Retirement on an annuity is provided
rant Officer Frank Rigby led the camped for two weeks, celebrated ad
“Thus far,” said Commissioner for at 65 years of age or in the case
jutant general day by greeting its
240th Band in a military concert.
Washburn, “the season of 1929 has of total disability.
Compensation
Col. George E. Fogg, commander commander, Adj. Gen. James W.
been a poor one in the sardine in during disability for injuries received
of the 240th, his staff and 250 spec Hanson of Augusta and staff.
dustry. Only scattered catches have in the service is allowed and annuities
The heat wave, which made Port
tators reviewed the nine companies
been reported and experienced can are given to dependents in case of
of the National Guard as they went land swelter Monday, caused six or
ners state that never has the early death as a result of such injury.
through the maneuvers.
The staff eight of the men in the ranks to col
season pack been smaller of more
Fifteen day’s’ vacation with full pay
included1 (’apt. Percival A. Bachelder, lapse during the parade but all were
uncertain. This results in a very is allowed with an addition of ten
(’apt. William M. Emmons, Lieut. reported out of danger Monday eve
small income for the support of the days’ sick leave with pay.
Augustus iS. Hooker, and Lieut. Col. ning.
inspection service.
For further information address the
The gun batteries started drilling
George Owen. Major George
Kern
“It is a fact, however, that the •Secretary of the Board of United
commanded the First Battalion and at Fort Williams and Fort Levett
canners are themselves lending every* •States Civil iService Examiners at the
Major Ralph W. Brown the Second yesterday and each battery com
effort to the help -of this department postofflee named above, or the Dis
Battalion. The parade was followed mander took over his battery the first
and are sincerely cooperating to trict Secretary, First United States
by the mounting of the guards, with time The preliminary training will
make the inspection effective. Un Civil (Service District, Customhouse
start today and will continue through
Company E assuming the duties of
doubtedly a superior product will Tower, Boston, Mass.
Wednesday. The batteries will start
Battery I). Capt. Burr T. Davis was
result.”
As the receipt of applications will
firing sub-calibre Thursday.
The
The inspection of all sardine fac close Aug. 2, they must be liled with
officer o»f the day.
men will be drilled on tlie sub-calibre
tories is mandatory under the pro
The regiment commanded by Col. the rest of the week, working up to
the District (Secretary at Boston on
visions of the new law. and at the
Fogg is divided into two battalions service practice, which is scheduled
present time nine inspectors are or before that date.
to make preliminary records in serv to take place Monday and Tuesday
engaged. Their names, (home ad
ice target practice. The first bat lof next week. The 240th Regiment
dresses and locality where stationed
YACHTS BEFOGGED
talion is composed of the Portland, the last three years has outdistanced
are as follows: Ellis F. Baker, Steu
Sanford and Brunswick units and Is every other National Guard unit and
ben. Addison region: Fred Bickford,
commanded by (Major Kern. The practically all the Regular Army
Race
of
Eastern
Club
To
Prospect Harbor, Eastport; A. W.
second battalion, made up of Battery ’coast artillery outfit in long range
Black, Orr’s Island. Portland; Oscar
E of Camden, Battery F of Thomas firing and the men are drilling hard
Rockland Was Under Ad
W. Ford. Brooklyn: John D. Hatha
ton, Battery G of Bock land and Bat this week in an effort to repeat this
way, Columbia Falls, Pembroke:
verse Conditions
tery II of Bath, Is commanded by record this year.
Warren Pettegrow. Machiasport, LuThad Carver of Kansas
Major Brown.
Battery F defeated Battery H at
hec; George Durgan, Eastport, East
The customary fog banks greeted
Battery Foote of Fort I^eavltt, 12- baseball yesterday 24 to 0. Captain
port-Lubec; F. Morris Fish, Hallo- the Eastern Yacht Club when it came
inch barbette mount, is probably one I Gray and Robbins made home runs.
Well,
Lubec;
Rutherford Butler to this port (Saturday, and the white laid to a New England youth, who ot the ino^t destructive defense guns There will be other games during
Calais, Eastport.
true
to
the
traditions
of
that
rockwinged racers were a long time
north of the Panama Canal and has the week.
ribbed land, set an example of con
straggling in.
servative
^banking
that
other
finan

The famous yacht Vanitie arrived
THE GOLF PLAYERS
eight hours sooner than her noted cial institutions in the county have
NORTH HAVEN ACCIDENT
rival Resolute. Other winners <xf the followed. Monday, July 1. marked the
Largest Entry of the Season race from Marblehead were the beginning of Thad C. Carver’s 43d
in Class M, Katherine ir year in the Ixinking business.
Recorded In the Regular Andiamo
It was on July 1. ,1886 that the Henry Duncan Badly Injured By Explosion While Blasting
40-foot class, Taormina in first di
vision schooners and iSachem in the veteran Kansas banker took up his
Saturday Tournament
Eel Grass For Boat Channel
duties in the Farmers and Merchants
rating class.
Many of the yachtsmen attended Bank of Pratt. He left a position as
The sixth medal play handicap
clerk in Stephenson’s general store
tournament at the Country Club the annual ball at Islesborough Inn to work in the bank because he saw
A premature discharge of dynamite plunged into the water. York es
Saturday night, and that popular re
Saturday saw a score of contestants, sort was a mecca for Sunday’s gath a better future for himself in that resulted yesterday in a very serious caped with minor injuries—a slight
business, lie was twenty years old.
scratch on the finger and one on the
the largest entry of the season. E. S. ering.
All alone in the new west, he worked accident to Henry Duncan, the well leg.
Charles Francis Adams, Secretary
Levensaler carried off the honors with
bis first month in the bank for noth known North Haven building con
Mr. Duncan was bleeding profusely
a net 66, his 39-42-81 being the low- of the Navy, joined the fleet at Dark ing. The next five months he re tractor, who now lies In Knox Hos when rescued from the water, his
Harbor
and
was
at
the
wheel
of
the
est gross turned in. Arthur Lamb
ceived $40 each, after which time his pital after ✓having spent a “fair” face and bands being badly lacerated,
was next in line with a net 73 which Vanitie when it sailed over the 1C- pay was raised to ($50 per month.
night.
while the whole front of his body was
gave him secon.l honors. Buffum. mll« course to North Haven, a winBut the old Farmers and Merchants
Mr. Duncan was working near the filled with powder.
Shatv an.l Bounds were tied for third n(’1' V'-sterd ,v This time she del,-at- Bank fell a victim to the hard times. North Haven Casino, blasting a chan
The Sultonstall speed boat was
cd the Resolute nearly three minutes It was sold to the Peoples Bank
place with net 74s. The scores:
nel for boat anchorage, with the used In bringing him to Knox Hos
Other
winners
in
the
race
to
North
and with its deposits .and assets went assistance of Dallas York. Explos pital, whither he was accompanied
E. S. Ix'vensaler ....... ................. 81— 15 66
A. F Lamb ................... _______ 86 13 73 Haven were the Prestige in Clasp <M, young Carver, who became assistant ives were being placed amongst eel
by his son Floyd and physicians.
11. A. Buffum ............... ................. 97— 23-74 Katherine in 40-footers, Norn
in cashier of the Peoples Bank. Clark
grass, but the charge which caused He has no broken bones and appar
W. S. Hounds ..........
................. P8 - 24—74 Class Q. Yagmina in Second Division
son IToms was then president of the the accident must have exploded
Clarence Shaw ............. .............. 90 16—74
ently no internal injuries, but as no
Two either in the boat or as it was about
W. E. Itobiu^on ............. .............. HH-- 13—75 schooners and Nokomis in rating bank and Harry Fell, cashier.
X-ray had been taken when* this
II V McDougall ......... .............. 95— 20- 75 class.
years later, Mr. Carver purchased the to be placed under the surface.
paper went to press it was not posL. E McRae ................. ................ 92 16—76
Today the fleet is continuing its stock of Mr. Fell and became cashier.
The stern was blown completely ible to tell the full extent of his in
E. R Veazle
____ __ 89- 13—76 progress westward, racing to BoothAt
Mr.
Tom
’
s
death
a
few
years
later
W. C. Ladd ................... .............. 99- 2*>_ 77
off the boat and the occupants were juries.
............... .............. 91— 13—78 bay.
he became president, the second the
F C. P\.i
15—78
A. W. Foss .................... ... f.....
Next week the Boston Yacht Club institution had, and today he is still
w. o Fuller ............... ... I........ 104 26—78 is due here.
presiding over the destinies of tie
AMBITIOUS BOSTON BOY
SMALL SIZED BILLS
.............. 94- 15—79
A. <’. Jones ........
Peoples Bank in the same office.
A.
MrLoon ............. _______ 99 19—80
Don’t forget that our dollar sale
In 1895 the Pratt County National
F L Toner ..........w.......M ................. 103 23 80
Al Cobb Is Anxious To Come To
W 11 Rhodes .........
................ 114- 23 • 1 will be Thursday, Friday and Satur Bank failed, the only bank failure Go Into Circulation Tomor
Maine and Show the Boxers His
26-100
M K Illlsbury ........... ................ 126
day of this week. See our ad in this In Pratt county. There was no other
Wares
Zelma Dwinal. no card
row
—
All
Right
If
You
hank closer on the west than one at
paper. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv.
E. K. Leighton, no card
Bucklin and a Turon bank was the
To the Sporting Editor: —
Have Plenty of ’Em
nearest on the east. With all the
Al Cobb of Boston, formerly of
county’s deposits in it in J895, the
Extraordinary precautions are being New York, has been looking for
Peoples Bank had but $55,000 on de
posit.
Today, deposits in
Pratt taken by the Secret Service to guard trouble, but no one cares to have
+
county banks are more than $4,000,- against counterfeiting of the new anything to do with him; his last
000.
Government paper currency which fight must have scared them when
Forty three years as a banker in
❖
will be issued to the public in ex he boxed the Denver Kid and stopped
the same town in the same state has
change for the old tomorrow.
❖
Some of the
him in a couple of rounds. If there
given Mr. Carver a world of banking
Lack of familiarity of the public
❖
lore. He reanlls days when with
with the new greenbacks would add are any promoters in Maine who care
three employees, he operated the
for his services they can reach me
Peoples Bank. The business today to the chances of circulating spurious
❖
paper,
although the
abbreviated by phoning Arlington 2060-W or by
requires three times that many.
❖
Mr. Carver is known over the state money, through design, material and my address 'below. We bar nobody.
❖
S. NILO SPEAR
for his success in the chosen field of distinctive features, under ordinary Tiffs boy can punch and box. He has
❖
business endeavor. Because he op circumstances is regarded as more had' some very good hoys on the floor.
❖
erated his business on a conservative nearly counterfelt-proof than the 1 hope the fans of Maine will have a
basis, he was able to weather the present type.
All details of the tremendous task chance to see this boy, and thanking
storms of early days when a new and
you In advance.
untried country had yet to make its of putting about $5,000,000,000 worth
F. J. De Wolfe.
of new money into circulation, there
way
in
the
world.
Because
he
built
■|
135 Trent iSt., Arlington, Mass.
solidly, other hanks had to do the by completely revising the currency
same to compete with his. It was a system, have been worked out. Ap
fortunate thing for Bratt county proximately 900,000,000 pieces of paper YOUR FAVORITE POEM
that the rising young store clerk of money eventually will he replaced by
If I had to live my life again I would have
_ 43 years ago decided to forsake the the smaller type
While many millions of dollars will made a rule to read some poetry and listen
! I merchandising business for the life
at FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
to some music at least once u week. The loss
be
exchanged,
the
process
of
reorgan

sI of a banker.
these tastes Is a loss* of happiness.—Charles
izing the currency system necessarily of
Darwin.
will be a gradual one. All small de
nominations in Federal Reserve and
SOMETIME
U. S. notes will be issued as fast as Sometime, when all life's lessons have been
the
reserve
banks
can
get
them
out,
learned,
A Real Good Time
And sun and stars forevermore have set.
hut, national bank notes will not
which our weak judgments here
be distributed in the new size for The things
have spurned,
“Come and Have Fun”
several months. The printing of na
The things o'er which we grieve with lashes
82&S,-,
tional bank currency has only been
wet,
Will flash before us out of life’s dark night.
started.
As
stars
shine most in deeper tints of blue:
Officials expect some hoarding of And we shall
at
see how all God's plans are right,
the new paper. Many thousands of
And how what seemed reproof was love
dollars in the currency will he held
most true.
for souvenirs, especially of the initial
shall see how, while we frown and
Five Miles
issues. Some of the old paper like And we
“Bringing
sigh,
UNION, ME.
wise will l>e retained by collectors for
North of
Broadway
God’s plans go ou as best for you and me:
future value.
How. when we catted. He heeded not our cry.
Skowhegan
to Maine”
Telephone Reservations itsThe
Because Hls wisdom to the end could see.
country practically Is at the
BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
And e’en as prudent parents disallow
W. C. FOSSETT
climax of its “dirty money” period.
STANDARD TIME
Too
much of sweet to craving babyhood,
R2*lt
For some months no new paper has So (iod, perhaps, Is keeping from us now
TEL. SKOWHEGAN 434—SEATS <1.00
Life's sweetest things, because It seerueth
been Issued by the Treasury Depart
good.
TONIGHT and Every Night THIS WEEK
ment. There were, however, consid
How many times have you heard erable supplies in the hands of the And If, sometimes, commingled with life's
at 7.30 Standard Time
this remark—
reserve and other banks.
wine,

The Rockland Gazette was established in
The fart that this is a very poor
The United States Civil Service
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The season for (sardine catching along Commission will hold an open com
Free Press was established In 1855 and in the coast makes it thus far impos petitive examination for the posi
1891 changed Ils name to the Tribune. These
sible to judge accurately of the new tions of Clerk and Foot Carrier in the
papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

Nation&l BaritCT

When you feel JjKS
nervous, bred, worried or despondent it is a
sure sign you need MOTT’S NERVERINE
PILLS. They renew the normal vigor and
make life worth living. Be sure and ask for

Mott’s Nerverine Pills ^**12

The North National
Bank voted to in
crease its surplus
from $50,000.00 to
$100,000.00
July 1, 1929

WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Prop., Cl.vel.nd. O.

CORNER DRUG STORE
Cor. Limerock and Main Streets

7FNITI-I

AUTOMATIC RADIO
HAMILTON BEACH
CLEANERS
MAYTAG GYRAFOAM
WASHERS
Electrical Work of All Kinds
24 HOUR SERVICE
CALL 370

Francis E. Havener

FOR SALE

Executors say,
“NEVER AGAIN”
If you have ever served as an executor under some
friend’s will, you will never ask any close friend of
yours to act in that capacity for you. Nor will you
name your wife as your executor, because of the la
bor involved in carrying out all the necessary and

exacting details required under the law.

More and more, thinking men and women are
naming a corporate executor like the Security Trust
Company, for the same reason that they go to their
doctor for medicine and to their surgeon for an oper
ation.
When you name a friend, he may be away on the
day your family needs him most; or he may fall sick,
or even die, and then the court will be obliged to ap
point an administrator, and perhaps a total stranger.

Our Trust Officer will be glad to answer all your
questions.

BEST LOTS IN THE CITY

j

WEDNESDAY NIGHT DANCES

Norman Pierce’s Six-Piece Orchestra

SUNDAY
CHICKEN DINNERS
$1.00

RIVERSIDE LUNCH

LAKEWOOD

the lakewood players

Security Trust Co-

Where Can I Find a

PRESENT

ARTHUR BYRON
The Distinguished Stage Star in the Greatest Role of His Career

Rockland

Camden

Union

Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

“THE DIVINE SINNER”
A Melodrama of the San Francisco Underworld by Morgan Wallace

------: WEEK BEGINNING NEXT MONDAY NIGHT :-------

ADELYN BUSHNELL
—AS—
Maine's
Favorite
Daughter

“DULCY”

Brilliant
Comedy
Success

INN — OVERNIGHT BUNGALOWS — GOLF — BATHING

82-84

WRIGHT-CUSHING

We And the wormwood, and rebel and shrink.
Be sure a wiser hand than yours or mine
Pours out the potion for our lips to drink;
And If some friend you love is lying low,
Where human kisses cannot reach hls face,
Oh, do not blame the loving Father so,
But wear your sorrow with obedient grace!

Fronds in Thomaston will be inter
ested to learn of the marriage in Au
gusta, June 22 of Miss Rena Stanley
Cushing, who was once a resident And you shall shortly know that lengthened
breath
of Thomaston, to James E. Wright of
Is not the sweetest gift (Jod sends Hls friend.
Springfied, Mass. The marriage took
And that, sometimes, the sable pall of death
pace at the home of her brother,
Conceals the fairest boon Ills love can send.
Frank S. Cushing. The couple were If we could push ajar the gates of life.
And stand within and all God's workings see.
I attended by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Just received, a lot of big, lively Cushing.
The ceremony was per We could Interpret all this doubt and strife
And for each mystery could find a key.
fat leeches.
formed by Rev. George T. Magraw
of the Winthrop Street Universalist But not to<lay. Then be content, poor heart:
God’s plans, like lilies pure and white, un
Church, of which the bride is a mem
fold :
ber. Mr. Wright and his bride left We must
not tear the close-shut leaves apart,—
immediately on a motor trip through
Time will reveal the chalices of gold.
the Mountains and will be at home And If, through patient toll, we reach the land
Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may
At New Location
at Springfield after Sept, first.

LEECH

Kittredge Has Them
KITTREDGE
PHARMACY

Five Doors South of Park Street

CAN BE SENT BY MAIL

81-84

rest.
»
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Kememoer that you When we shall clearly see and understand,
I think that we will say. "God knew the
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
best!”
the home news, at Hotallntf’s News Agency.
—May Riley Smith.
:tus
btruoL
,

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. Me., July 9. 192u.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, whc
bn oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 6, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6225 copies.

Before me.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 9, 1929

Page Two

DR. CONDON’S

“QUARTER DECK”

New Secretaries of the Senate

And How It Was Transformed By the Cincinnati Teachers
—European Tour Is Planned

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public

Dr. Randal J. Condon, whose re would fte done by almost any other
Length of days is in her right hand; cent resignation as superintendent man who was born in a Maine fishing
and in her left hand riches and hon of schools in Cincinnati, after 17 town, and who has long been denied
the privilege except on those summer
our.—Proverbs 3:16.
years of conspicuous success, was fol vacations. He will fish, he will rest,
lowed by a remarkable demonstra and up on the quarter deck he will
DANGERS IN NULLIFICATION
tion upon the part of the city and keep in close touch with the educa
citizens,
came back to his hone town tional and literary progress of the
The violent arraignment of the
world. And there’s still another at
of
Friendship
last week to find that traction (not always still to be sure)
eighteenth amendment that one en
counters in the metropolitan news still another evidence of affection had which will occupy a goodly share of
his attention—-Master Randall Con
papers we do not regard as settling been showered upon him by the Ohic don Foster, aged nine weeks, grand
city.
the question against that constitu
To get the proper stage setting for son of the doctor, and son of Mr. and
tional expression of the country’s this latest surprise visualize the at Mrs. Frank C. Foster of New York,
preference. Older readers can recall tractive log cabin which was built who are his guests. Mr. Foster is a
teacher in Union Theological Semi
that it is no new thing to find the for Dr. Condon on the old home farm nary.
—skilled handiwork of his brother,
Boston dailies, for example, crying Rufus G. Condon. The location is an
Dr. Condon and Mrs. Condon will
out upon the side of the drinkers of ideal one on the hilltop wrere Dr. remain at Friendship until July 25
intoxicants. During the fifty years Condon stood many times as a boy when they sail for Europe, to be gone
watching for his father s vessed t< four or five months, as fancy dictates.
that Maine was struggling to estab
In Denmark Aug. 9, Dr. Condon will
come from the sea.
lish prohibition as the rule of its peo
The cabin has a living room 20x30. attend the international convention
ple, the Boston papers were almost a and commands a view that would de of the New Educational Fellowship,
unit in opposing that measure, and light any lover of nature, particularly delivering an address on ‘ The Road
the sea. Above this room is Dr. to Progress for City Schools.” Aug.
arraying themselves upon the side of
Condon’s study, although he doesn’t 15 Dr. Condon will attend another in
the Massachusetts rumsellers in their call it that. Love for the sea has ef ternational conference in Lausanne.
struggle to debauch the people and faced such a commonplace word as Switzerland, where he will spe^k on
Carl A. Loefller, left, nml Edwin A. Halsey, right, who have been
The Contribution of Mutjic To the
elected secretaries of the majority ami minority of the senate. These
their officials and break down thO ’study,” and to Dr. Condon it is the
Enchantment
of
Life.
”
“‘quarter deck.’’ and no admiral pac
offices were created by the new legislative personnel act and their
laws of a neighboring State. It is
• • • •
ing a real quarter deck ever felt a
duties will consist <4 moisting the party leaders in the general super
a striking tribute to the principle of keener satisfaction than does the for
vision of legislwUvo
Aug. 29 and 30 will find him a
prohibition that in the face of every mer school head from Cincinnati, at speaker at two notable educational
effort launched for its defeat there he gazes one moment upon the broad gatherings in Germany—one before
‘Maine," Lester Melcher
bosom of the ocean, and the next the National German Teachers’ Asso
The silent salesman of today is printing! If you wish
BUSY SEASON AHEAD Lucas;
was shown a steady growth in the'
Hart. Ada Patt; History of Union.
moment down upon the expansive ciation on ‘‘Vocational Training as
Lena Moody: hostesses. Etta Grin
morals and the prosperity of our peo stone fireplace where four-foot logs
it to make a favorable impression, if you want it to be read
Developed In Cincinnati;’’ and one on Community Club of Union nell. Lottie Gleason and Ethel Grif
ple, until prohibition here became as are kept blazing on chilly days.
“The Work of the National Congress
fin.
So here you have the picture.
and remembered, it must be done by a quality shop and in
Has Arranged Fine Set of Feb. 11—Roll call; Lincoln quota
fixed as the granite out of which
of Parents and Teachers.” Dr. Con
Dr. Condon went early to his don is one of the vice presidents of
Maine’s hills are fashioned.
tions;
Gettysburg
Address;
song.
Programs
‘‘quarter deck.” and his features wore
a quality manner.
Star Spangled Banner;” business;
The Rt. Rev. Charles Slattery, a look of blank amazement as he be the National Congress being director
I of the department of education. Both
review.
’
The
Soul
of
Ann
Rutledge,
”
The
Women
’
s
Community
Club
of
Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Mas held the transformation which had ' of the addresses in Germany will be
Ida Bessey: review. ‘‘Lincoln's Mary
We re proud of our work—the kind of work that has
sachusetts, in a recent address be taken place.
delivered in English, but will be Union, which has qlready proven it and Babies.” Josepliin* Bessey ; sing
self
a
valuable
factor
in
the
fostering
translated into German for publica
ing. Civil (War Melodies; hostesses.
fore the Rhode Island Ministers’ Cit
brought to us many an unsolicited testimonial. It’s the
In the center of the room stood an
of civic spirit in that town, has laid Henrietta Harding, Lena Heald and
izenship meeting, took occasion to exact and authentic replica of a table tion.
Dr. Condon looks forward with plans for another busy season, having Stella Hannan.
sort of printing that has produced results.
utter a solemn warning against the once the property of Dr. Samuel 1 much interest to the opportunity he
Feb. 25 — Roll call; American
arranged the following programs:
attempt to secure repeal of prohibi Johnson, the great lexicographer, who will have for studying the adult edu
Presidents;
Washington
Was
Hu

» ♦ ♦ •
lived the greater part of the 18th cen
man. John Carlyle; song. "Mt. Ver
tion by encouraging its violation. tury in England, and whose fame as cational movement in Denmark,
While quality is the important issue with us, our un
Oct. 8.—Roll Call: current events:
where those who labor on the farms
non Bells.” Ethel Griffin and Ariel
“The ultimate American tribunal is a literary light of the first magnitude
collect for club women: song. "Blest Leonard;
business;
Mt.
Vernon,
! and in the workshops will still have Be the Tie;’’ business; paper. Sketch
usually low prices also are an inducement for you to have
that quiet majority which says little extends to wherever English litera their opportunity to study some of
Home of George Washington, Lela
of Richard Halburton’s Life and
but acts and votes,” said Dr. Slat ture is known.
| the better things of life. In Norway Review of "Glorious Adventure." Haskell; Influence of Other Great
your Printing done here.
The table was the gift of Cincin and Sweden he will observe the work.Men in the Making of Our Nation,
tery, and he added:
*
nati teachers, whose offering, how I ings of a system which has practi- Halburton. Ione Douglas: hostesses. Gertrude Rowe; hostesses, Dorothy
Carrie Ames. Carrie Abbott and
“Convinced that intoxicating drink ever, did not end with that splendid
Howard, Alice Hills and
Alico
! cally eliminated illiteracy.
Marion Alden.
is a menace to domestic happiness, gift.
In front of the table was
Jones.
There
will
be
travels
also
in
Engindustrial progress, and public safety. a desk chair beautifully upholstered
Oct. 22.— Roll call: current events;
.March 11—Roll call; Irish Witti
I believe they will never let go of in leather, and on the table was a | land and Scotland, where it is quite collect for Club Women: song. "Battle cisms; poem, selected; song, ‘iWearthis law, which seeks to protect the beautiful carved filing case. To com safe to say that this distinguished Hymn of the Republic;” business; ing of the Green;” business; Origin
home and the nation. Don’t attempt plete the furnishings of the study educator from Friendship will talk five-minute review of standard mag of St. Patrick’s Day. Alice Jones;
•to make the eighteenth amendment there were four chairs, which were some shop.
azines—Good Housekeeping. Estella Beauty Spots of Ireland, Henrietta
• • • •
responsible for all the disorganizing also replicas of those which Dr. John
Seliger: Pathfinder, Alice Hills; Mc Harding; song, ‘‘Mother Machree,”
influences which are upon us. Every son used, embodying their defects
Dr. Condon’s retirement from active Call's. Carrie Abbott; Ladies’ Home Ariel Leonard; hostesses. Lena Has
great war hitherto has been followed and other evidences of usage by the service comes at the close of 40 busy Journal. Inez Burkett: National Geo. kell. Electa Lucas and Ariel Leonard.
by a period of lowered morals. It is famous litterateur; and four lovely years. He looks back, as though It graphic. Etta Grinnell; hostesses.
March 25 — Roll call; current
not intelligent nor honest to blame Indian rugs, woven.
were yesterday to his first school in Mabel Ayer, Inez Buikett and Lina events; list of new town officers;
the eighteenth amendment for the
spng, “Home Sweet Home;” busi
The history of the table has been Richmond, which obligingly closed Burkett.
undoubted presence of evils which
while he reuresented his and adjoin
Nov. 12.—Roll call: patriotic quo ness; Our Town Officers and Their
furnished
to
Dr.
Condon
by
the
build

son Charles has been very ill but is MT. PLEASANT VALLEY
invariably follow war. A sane knowl
ROCKPORT
tations: Flag salute; song. "Keep the Duties. Grace Williams; five-mining towns in Legislature.
ers, who say:
now able to ride out on pleasant days.
edge of history would make us ask.
E. II. Davis* family enjoyed green
Home
Fires
Burning:
’
’
business:
Our
ute
pep
talks
on
essential
town
im“
How
did
you
happen
to
take
up
“It passed into the possession of i
Nathan Hawkes and family of Bos
rather, if the eighteenth amendment
peas from his garden for dinner
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Zadoc
Brown
of
Bath
pmvements.
Sadie
Lenfest,
Sarah
American
General,
Pershing.
Carrie
the
work
of
superintendent?
”
a
Rev.
T.
Dainty,
and
afterwards
to
|
ton
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed

has not saved us from a greater
July 4.
mund Harding. South Fnion.
Col Henry Bakot Lane, of King's Courier-Gazette reporter asked Dr. Ames; The Unknown Soldier. Ethel Pinkham and May Wallace; host- are spending a few days in town.
deterioration of moral fibre.
Mrs. S. B. Lermond of South Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Parsons of
Creighton:
poem. "In
Flander’s < sscs, Edna McKinley. Lena Moody
Condon Saturday.
Bromley
Manor,
a
historic
mansion
II.
E
Mank
is
at
work
at
Thurs

“We must think of individuals, and
and daughter Mrs. Hazel Taylor of
Stockton Springs and Mr. and Mrs.
Field,” Lottie Gleason; hostesses. Id~ tnd Zena Nelson.
near
Litchfield,
the
contents
of
which
i
“
It
was
this
way,
was
the
reply,
ton's
casket
factory
this
week.
it is time to warn men and women
Rockville visited friends here Satur
April 8—Roll call; My Favorite Jack Stinson of Bangor were recent
, ‘‘School unions were being formed in Bessey, Josephine Bessey and Anniq
- who, having qualities of leadership, were dispersed in 1926.
W. S. C iunce and family and Miss day.
Rower; poem. "Trees,” by Joyce Kil guests at Josiah Parson’s.
• , , *
Massachusetts, and a friend asked Butler.
yet break this law. that they are
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Spear of Brook Payson of Camden visited Bertha
Sunday callers at E. II. Davis’ in
Nov. 26—Roll call; A Thanksgiving mer; song, selected; business*; Trees,
playing with fire. In attempting to
“One can almost,push aside the veil why I did not see the Massachusetts
Shrubs and Flowers Suited to Our lyn. N. Y., are guests of the latter’s Bryant Sunday.
cluded Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Esancy
break down a law which they say of the past and imagine the Doctor i commissioner^!nd get a position, Dish: song, “Doxology;” President' Soil. Edith Bowes; Achievements of parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. »W. Spear.
The grass is looking fine in this of Fast Union. Mr. and Mrs. May
interferes with their personal free seated at this sturdy table penning The upshot was that I became auper- Thanksgiving Proclamation: busi Luther Burbank. Doris Webb; "April
Lowell Payson has been spending section; ar.d did any one ever sec the nard Marshall and children of Wo
dom, they may ruin some younger the stately phrases of the Vanity of ‘ntendent of the class comprising ness; Thanksgiving Menu—Turk- y. Rain," by Robert Loveman. Geneva a few days in Boston.
foliage so thick on the trees as it is burn, Mass., Mrs. C. L. Libby and
life which they hold dearer than all Human Wishes’ or directing the ef- j Templeton. Piullipston. Koyalston The Pilgrim’s First Thanksgiving. Prescott: hostesses, Bernice PayMr. and Mrs. Harold Brown have at the present time?
children, and Mrs. Warburton of New
Stephenson:
Cranberries,;
the world beside. Let them beware forts of the six amanuenses who as- and Hubbardston-and was the first Bessie
Eva T. Gould, beautician, former York City and Owl’s Head.
returned from Portland.
Fields. Ethel Griffin; i son. Ada Patt and Sarah Pinkham.
where they may lead their own child sisted him in compiling the diction- i district superintendent in New Eng Cranberry
A very enjoyable occasion was the ly of Boston, has opened an attract
April 22—Guest Night;* program
"Pumpkin Pie,” Whittier’s poem.
ren.”
ary which appeared in 1747 and which | land.
IN BOSTON—Kemeinhei tliat you
Stella
Hannon: hostesses,
Mary committee, officers of Community Monday evening meeting of the T- y- ive little shoppe in the Security ranWHEN
*'I
liked
the
new
work
from
the
buv copies of Tho Courier-Gazette with
It is upon this platform that the is inscribed to Lord Chesterfield. I
Barker , Edith Bowes and Annie Club; hostesses .Geneva Prescott. tohelp Club at Mrs. Edith Overlook s Trust Co., building. She is special the home news, Rt the Old South News
start,
and
as
I
look
back
upon
it
Gertrude Rowe. Doris Robbins and Strawberry shortcake made by the izing in the different facials and oil Ai'ency. Washington St., next Old South
people of Maine are solidly planted. Perhaps it was at this table he seated cannot think of anything else that Bowden.
the great Garrick while he unfolded
Bessie Stephenson.
hostess was on the menu.
shampoos.
Church.
The candidate for any office, State
Dec.
10
—
Roll
call;
Christmas
ve;<would
have
given
me
as
much
satis
the plot of his tragedy. ‘Irene,’ which
May 13—Roll call. Mothers of Fa
Raymond Payson of Washington.
es; Scripture reading. St. Matthew? mous Men: a tribute to Mother; D. C., is spending his vacation or
or National, who cannot stand there Garrick produced in 1749 with indif faction.
“I have never sacrificed a principle chapter 20 1-12: song. “O Little song, “M-O-T-H-E-R;” business; two weeks as the guest of relatives
•quarely with them, shoulder to ferent success. It must be that Bos
of
Bethlehem;’’
business,
or made an inner compromise for the Town
shoulder, will find it an idle business well was well familiar with the soft sake of holding a position, although Christmas in Other Lands. Nina companionship of Mother and Child. In town.
Mary Barker; song. “Mother O’
Joshua Tibbetts of Winneganee and
glow of its time-worn oak and we
Fuller; Christmas poem, Doris Rob
to go out seeking for their votes.
may well imagine they were seated there were times when I took a stand bins; song, "Silent Night.” Agn- s Mine.” Louie Carroll; A Mother’s daughter Louise of Bath were guests
that
seemed
to
threaten
the
los<
of
Influence
in
the
Home,
'Nannie
Sunday of Mrs. Maria Tibbetts.
near it while they planned ‘A Jour
Creighton; hostesses. Nan Burns. Burns; hostesses, Grace Williams,
MORE ABOUT HITCHING POSTS ney to the Western Isles of Scotland.’ that position.”
Frances
Gardiner and
Mildred
Lonie Carroll and Sadie Cunning May Wallace. Doris Webb.
Friendship
will
be
Dr.
Condon's
Kibble of East Milton. Mass., are
No doubt sheets of his copy for ‘The
ham.
permanent
headquarters.
He
holds
May
27
—
Annual
meeting:
roll
call.
spending; their vacations in town, the
We were speaking of hitching posts, Idler.’ had, one time or another, been
Dec. 31—Roll call: New Year res Personal Benefits Received Through guests of relatives.
himself In readiness to give advisory
perhaps a humble Subject, but the scattered on its top and without service to the schools of Cincinnati, olutions; song, Jolly Old St. Nicho the Community Club; collect for Club
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pliilbrook
question many were the tankards of
response that our inquiry has met Stout that burdened it. yes—and li and voluntary service to education in las; business; poem, “ ’Twas the Women: song. "America:” business; and daughters Dorothy and Carolyn
Join the classes in Duco decoration which wc will hold in our
store cm the date given below. An experienced Decorator will con
with suggests that it is not always bations of wine and spirits, for the general. Quite a bit of his time be Night Before Christmas." Euda Ler- History of Community Club. Bernice of MTiitinsville, Mass., are at Mrs.
mond: children's costume party; Payson: poem, selected. Zena Nelson; Annie Small’s.
will
devote
to
the
work
of
the
Con
duct these classes and will gladly help you solve your decorating
farm relief, tariff or Atlantic fly doctor was convivial and was wont
Christmas tree: hostesses, Ethel song. "God Be With You;” hostesses,
gress
of
Parents
and
Teachers
and
Rev.
and
Mrs.
A.
Walsh
have
re

problems.
ing that the quiet mind turns itself to gather about him kindred souls considerable to literary writings.
Creighton. Agnes Creighton and Iva to be appointed.
turned
from
Allagash
and
Presqu
n
and discourse with them. Always
The future gives promise- of many Cummings.
to in moments of relaxation. That present was the faithful Boswell who
Isle where they have been conducting
JULY 9 TO 13
Jan. 14—Roll call; current events;
meetings for two weeks. They are
joyous spirit Ernest C. Davis, whose so minutely recorded the sayings of more active years for Dr. Condon,
BASEBALL
NOTES
collect
for club women;
song^
and
he
does
not
purpose
to
fritter
now
at
Ash
Point.
Mechanic Falls defeated Paris 8 to
mental activities bring him into the loquacious doctor.
MISS HELEN LIBBY, Instructor
“Coronation:” business; History of
Mrs. Josephine Payson and grand
‘Samuel Johnson left his mark on them away Idly.
Mother’s Pension Law. Clara Light; 2 in the Pine Tree League Saturday. son Donald Shannon of Washington.
touch with many phases of existence,
“Husky” Aube pitching for the win
the English language and English let
As an illustration of the manner in Laws Pending in Congress Pertain ners and Jim Davidson for the losers. D. C. and Miss Lula Payson of Wal
writes to the hitching post editor ters and the fame of his satellite Bos
ing to Women and Children. Linna
which
tourists
use
airplanes
in
Ger

that he ‘‘knows where three of them well. his biographer, Is identified al
Aube has won all of the games for the tham. Mass., are at the Payson home
on Main street for the summer.
many. the Tempelhof airport states Burkett; hostesses. Ione Douglas, pacemakers.
ROCKLAND
4C8 MAIN STREET
can be found,” adding these interest most entirely with excerpts from the that in the month of August eighty Nina Fuller and Mabel Grinnell.
Mr. nnd Mrs. D. E. Walsh and
• • • •
82-83
doctor
’
s
conversations
and
a
report

Jan.
28
—
Roll
call;
Beauty
Spots
<»{
ing details:
daughter of Allagash were recent
planes
either
arrived
or
departed
each
Rollo Flinn, who has been havh g
ing of his brilliant epigrams.
Union; song, "America the Beauti
guests
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
P.
C.
Hughey
day,
carrying
in
that
month
6,257
First—On my lawn at 294 Broad
rt markable success for the Lewiston
*‘A reproduction of so intimate an
ful;” salute to the Flag; bu>in«
at the Moody parsonage.
way is a real iron horse’s head article as Dr. Johnson's study table passengers and 200 tons of freight.
History of Knox County, Electa team was hit hard Saturday ds Port
The public is invited to attend an
post once used by some aristocratic cannot help but be interesting. Fur
land defeated Ivewiston in the New exhibition and dramatization given
farmer. 1 have not the pedigree of
England League.
Insects are raised in incubators at
thermore, it has intrinsic value be
by the pupils of the daily church va
this post, but I am keeping it as a
* • • •
yond common, being typical of the the HLY-TOX factory. When they
cation Bible school next Friday eve
reminder of the good times I had
“Rip” Conway, second baseman of ning at the IBaptist Church. It Is
are fully grown and especially strong
sturdy
Georgian
period.
Wle
have
with horses—far better than with
last season’s Rockland team, is going earnestly desired that everyone who
and
lively
they
are
turned
loose
in
a
copied
the
doctor
’
s
table
faithfully
automobiles.
like a house afire in the Bristol Is Interested in what the children
Second—At
Angler’s
Farm in and have carefully simulated the ap test cabinet. “The Fly-Tox Chamber
(Conn.) Twilight League, and is lead have been doing in this school be
Union you will see a large stone pearance of age and use. The soft of Death." Less than a teaspoonful
ing that organization at bat with an present.
Corner Park and Union Streets
hitching post (pedigreed) used now glow of the well-worn oak will of FLY-TOX is sprayed inside.
average of .666.
Tel.
—Office 8844—'Residence 1 I 3-M
•to tether my four-weeks-old Jersey almost convince you that Old Father Within live minutes all are dead. But. comes the mineral water
• • • •
calf. This post belonged to one John Time had been the artisan who pro the test isn't finished yet. The dead
UNION
The
Chisox
ran
wild
on
the
bases
Rockland, Maine
of
Moon
Tide
Spring
in
all
insects
are
carefully
taken
from
the
Jones of Jameson’s Point, locally duced it.”
Mrs.
Lula Williamson
visited
* • • •
at Community Park last night, de
“Chamber of Death" and put gently
known as Jimmerson’s, later as Bay
feating the Forty Club 16 to 4, in a friends in Rockland and Spruce Head
In explanation of the gifts there into incubators. They remain there
Point, new as Rockland Breakwater.
game that was not without spectac Friday and Saturday.
I used to drive over to the Jones came to I)r. Condon a note signed 21 hours in an effort to revive them.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant and Mr. and
ular plays. Bill Flint was back In
Farm with the horse Old Hammer “From your co-workers in Cincin If even a wing flutters, the FLY-TOX
Mrs. Harry Worden of Portland
beverages
the game, voice and all.
head and hitch him to this post. 1: nati-1—a note which he will always tested does not come up to the high
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
standard of quality, and never leaver
these visits to the farm I always treasure. It reads:
r Twiligjht League games for this Ralph Young.
“You are surfeited with goodbyes— the factory. This Is the quick acting
used to be treated to doughnuts and
Mr. Dutton, superintendent of con
week are:
milk. The post was given to my you are bloated with banuets—your insect spray you want. It. is FLY-TOX.
struction on the State road is occu
Tuesday
night
—
Thistles
vs.
CenThere is
aunt Ann Thomas at East Union and ears are filled with city clatter and Accept no substitutes.
pying the Prouty rent.
tral Maine.
chatter and you are seeking rest. nothing just as good. There is only
came into my possession through in
Miss Elizabeth Harding is at her
Wednesday night—American LeYou don't want to work now—you one FLY-TOX. Developed at Mellon i
heritance of the property.
home in South Union for the summer
gion vs. St. George.
Third—You may go down to George just want to enjoy the clear blue of Institute of Industrial Research by
Thursday night—Chisox vs. Cen vacation.
Every
Simmons’ garage and ask him
Maine skies—smell the pines—dig Rex Research Fellowship.
Several of the family are ill with
tral Maine.
show you the old hitching post he clams and pet cats. It reads well bottle guaranteed.—adv.
• • • •
measles at Thomas Danforth's. The
I hive taken over the filling station at
has. No doubt it is for sale, and and just now it thinks well—but
A1 Weston, recently signed by the
undoubtedly George knows where times change.
Braves, has been farmed out to Prov
i
the corner of Park and Union Streets
there are a dozen similar to it. I
“When the work spirit conies back
idence of the Eastern League.
have almost every known antique, and you want to tell the world what
which without any doubt is the best
with the exception of a second hand ‘an old codger' is thinking about—
WHEN IN BOSTON— Remember tnat you
can
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette
with
pulpit, and I expect to find that!
we want to be with you—and so we
equipped station east of Portland. That's
the home news, at the Old South News
have sent you the tools to make your
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
•Out of a personal letter received dreams come true—as we want to be
Church.
Cash or Charge Account
w hy I am going to offer the most complete
by Jarvis C. Perry from his coysin. part of your dreams as well as of your
JULY
CLEARANCE!
greasing service at the very lowest price.
General Adelbert Ames of Lowell, it memories.
“Accept these material evidences
Values such as we offer are the
is permitted to quote this sentence:
foundation of o.ur Progress. Satis
only as symbols of our love and com
Embody sacred memories. Thoy
“You speak of Clams’ Wlien I travel radeship—and in the words of our old
1 have a flat rate monthly service card, at
fied customers are our best adver
ere the evidence of loving
by airplane I will come down to East friend Rip Van Winkle, ‘May you live
tisements. We have a large stock
the small cost cf $3.00 which entitles you
thoughtf ulnes,.
on which we have made drastic
Thomaston and show you where you long and prosper.’ ”
They
say
that
tears
stood
in
Dr.
reductions
for
quick
sale
!
GINGER
CHAMPAGNE
can get them by the thousands. But
to four greases, for any fittings which your
Skilled in the craft of memorial
Condon's keen eyes as he surveyed
Excellent selection of Furniture,
what would be the use? You have
making,
we
ere
ready
to
serve
the gifts and read the letter. And
Stoves, Baby Carriages, Oil Stoves,
PALE DRY
car may require; also a check of your trans
done away with the old-fashioned who would not have been thus
your every need.
China Closet, Piano, Desks, Office
lime kilns where we used to cook affected?
| Chairs, Cash Register.
mission and differential which I will take
SPARKLING GRAPE
Nor was Mrs. Condon forgotten.
them!” We hope the (leneral makes
The
teachers
sent
to
her
a
beautiful
Wm.
E.
Doman
&
Son,
ROCKLAND
that visit. Despite his ninety-three
care of at the rate of 25c per pound.
Rockwood vase, product of the fa
years lie will,still find here to greet mous Cincinnati potteries, with an
FURNITURE CO.
Inc.
Cases of 24 bottles
him some who recall the gallant etching by Hurley which shows views
EDWIN KENRICK
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
deeds of the youth who left Rock of tiie Ohio river and distant hills.
EAST UNION. ME.
Cartons
of
6
and
I
2
TEL.
427-R
During the next three weeks Dr.
SlTtf
land to win distinction in the .fields
25T4Stf
Condon will do those things which

Printing
That Gains an Entree

The Courier=Gazette
Job Printing Department

FREE INSTRUCTION IN

DUCO Decoration

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

From Mountain
To You—

SOCONY SERVICE STATION

MT. ZIRCON

Eddy’s
Greasing Service

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

every grave

Memorials

f<t;itesnians)tip and war.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 1-12 Rockpnrt—Vacation Bible School,
Baptist Church.
July I lf -Dally Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
July 19—LohInn-Gregory concert, benefit
L'nivenallst Church organ fund.
July 24—ltockport—Ladles’ Aid Fair at
July 29—Sparks’ Circus.
Methodist church.
Aug. 6—Knox County Field Day Assonla
tlon, O. E. S. Annual meeting at Penobscot
View Grange hal. Glencove.
Aug. 6-8—Race meet and carnival at Knox
Trotting Park.
Aug. 7—Thomaston Baptist Indies’ Circle
and Beta Alpha Fair on the Mall.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Circle Midsum
mer Fair, at Baptist Church.
Aug. 9-10—Motorboat regatta at Camden
Aug. 14—Martinsville, Ladles’ Circle fair,
supper and entertainment at Grange hall.

I

TONIGHT
LEO
TEN

DOUCETTE’S JAZZ

t

ENTERTAINERS

BAND
TEN

Dance Under the Crystal Ball in Maine’s Marvelous
Ballroom

Admission 50 Cents

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8:

Bockland Encampment meets Wed
nesday night. Important business.

I

Lace Afternoon Gown

Matt folks do not like to get up
early
Sunday' mornings,
but
these who did last Sunday, and
tuned in on the re-broadcast
from London must have felt well
repaid. The occasion was the
thanksgiving service held be
cause of King George's recovery
from his recent critical illness.
I tuned in on WEEI and WLW,
finding plenty of volume but re
ception not especially clear.
I
was particularly interested when
the broadcaster on this side
tuned in on Sidney, Australia.
The operator was endeavoring to
communicate
with
Montreal,
Canada, and on his sixth attempt
succeeded.
The
conversation
was very plain, and I found the
whole thing very interesting.

The first automobile speeder and
the first speed trap in tiie New En«land district were described in the
Boston Post. Condensed, it hap
pened in 1897, in this wise:
Tiie speeder, in his little highwheeled, contraption, was roaring
down Arlington street, going every
bit as fast as some modern concrete
misers and making an equal amount
of noise. The legal limit
,en
miles an hour nnd tint local police
chief told the court his prisoner had
been making eighteen.
“Were you?" inquired the judge.
“Why, your honor, my motor car
won't even make tiie ten-mile
limit!” protested the driver. The
strange part of it is that the judge
believed the driver and discharged
him.
To maintain his reputation for
veracity, the police chief secretly
measured off a quarter mile, got
two good stop watches and, with
the aid of a sergeant, set out to
catch conscienceless automohillsts.
The first victim was Henry Erick,
the big sleel manufacturer. This
time there was indisputable evi
dence of speeding. Twenty-five
miles an hour cost Mr. Erick just
$50.

Rad:o is to have a new dance
period, brought about by the de
cision cf the Tide Water Oil
Company to put on a new pro
gram appropriate for the summer
months. In order to make thisx
new entertainment an outstand
ing sensational feature, Tide
Water has brought about the or
ganization of a new Veedol or
chestra under the direction of
David Buttoiph.
The Veedol
Trio and Richard Maxwell, the
Veedol tenor, who have become
popular in previous Tide Water
broadcasts, will be featured mem
bers of the new organization.
The first of the new Veedol pro
grams will be heard from 9 to
9.30 p. m. daylight time, Thurs
day, from station WJZ and some
30 others of the blue network
of the National Broadcasting
Company. There will be seven
numbers on the half hour pro
gram with a new waltz arrange
ment of ‘‘Song of the Soul” as
one feature, and the popular
Sleepy Valley from “The Rain
bow Man.”

There will be a special communi
cation of Aurora Lodge Wednesday
evening for work on the Master Ma
son degree. Refreshments

Ground was broken on upper Sum
mer street today for a new residence
for ex-Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston.
Ervin Curtis has the contract.

The concert planned by Rockland
City Band for Sunday night was
drowned out by the rain so will be
held the coming Sunday evening in
stead.
Herbert Maxey has resumed his
duties with the inventory department
of the Central Maine Power Co. fol
lowing a fortnight’s vacation spent
at Glencove, Mt. Vernon and Bar
Harbor.

From Booth'bay Harbor come re
ports of a brisk opening of the season
at Wesley Lodge, the popular summer
place recently leased by Manley T.
Perry of Rockland. The bookings
are coming in rapidly.

That Stopped Him

An oflicial' with a very annoying
manner was making an Inspection
of a newly opened aerodrome.
On this particular afternoon par
achute practice was being under
taken hy a number of pilots, and
the official asked question after
question of one man about his expe
riences and sensations while fulling
through the atr.
“But supposing your parachute
fails to open when you are coming
down?" he asked finally. "What
do you do then?”
The pilot had had more than
enough by this time.
“Take it hack and change It,” he
replied very tersely.

«•««•••••
“True Life Adventures” is the
topic of an interesting series in
augurated on the WGY chain
last night. I listened with much
interest to the story told by
Floyd Gibbons noted war corres
pondent, describing the torpedo
ing cf the steamship Laconia.

Cement cons-tructibn on South
Main street is moving ahead rapidly,
and it will be possible to use one
side as far as Mechanic street in
about a week. The other side has
been laid to a point well beyond
Crescent street.

••• ••• •••
At 7 this morning there had
been no news from The Path
finder bound from Old Orchard
Beach for Rome by the air route.
She was last reported 75 miles
off Portland lightship.

If you have summer visitors please
Inform this paper of the fact, phoning

either the office direct, or Mrs. Gladys

Everything for the Right

Marion Nixon

It is

WARREN
1 Crack.” The all-lacc dress has come
into favor after an absence of more
Mrs. Benjamin Harding was ex
than ten years. A very dainty shade pected home Monday from Boston
Nixon, who plays opposite A1 Jolson
of orchid is utilized for this crea- where she has been visiting the past
know they are in the city.
in “Say It With Songs,” and oppo *tion. The effect is of long bodice, three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague and
There are interesting rumors of site John Barrymore in “General 1 long sleeves, and long skirt. *

always worth remembering that your |_|ERE is an effective lace afternoon gown, worn by Marion
guests would like their friends to

granite deals at Vinalhaven, the story
being that New York capitalists with
unlimited capital are buying quarries
The Glenn A. Lawrence family is
with a view to furnishing stone for lucky in tiie matter of airplane rides.
big government contracts in Wash When the first ride to Bar Harbor was
given four Rockland folks a month
ington.
ago by local merchants Miss Ruth
The honor roll at the Dally Vaca Lawrence was among those to go and
tion Bible School at First Baptist now her sister Mary holds a winning
Church, shows that Carlton Gregory, ticket and will make the trip Wed
Dorothy Spofford. Alice Jackson. John nesday morning. A member of the
Crockett, Ruth Gregory and Marga Crie family will go as a customer
ret Rogers had all ones, while those gave Mr. Crie ono of the winning
who had all ones, but were tardy tickets. The other members will be
were Bertram Snow, John Storer, Ronald Goss and Mrs. Jennie Mc
Ernestine Simmons, Dorothy Harris Intosh. Due to humpy atmospheric
conditions the trip scheduled for to
and Edward Storer.
day will not he taken but arrange
The W.C.T.U. thanks all who helped ments have been made with Capt.
making bouquets for the flower mis Wincapaw to go Wednesday morn
sion department Saturday also those ing at 9 o'clock instead.
who gave fltfWers, especially Mrs.
Harriet Silsby Frost for the beauti
C. Alton Palmer was officially made
ful carnations and snapdragons. a member of the Forty Club at yes
Miss Alice Erskine and Mrs. E. M. terday’s session with a fine delega
Lawrence for the great variety as tion to see him through. The buz
well as abundance of flowers.
zards of the air business brought the
boys disappointment through a hurry
Real colored humor, portrayed by call to Portland for Lieut. Hornsby,
real and exceptionally clever colored the scheduled speaker, but a grist of
actors will appear in the Paramount- business awaited attention £0 the
Christie all-talking short picture, session proved lively. The coming
“Oft in the Silly Night," which comes annual
Gardiner-Rockland
ladies
to the Strand Theatre Wednesday night and field day came in for live
and Thursday. Ed Burnett and or ly discussion as did the chub’s base
chestra are on the same bill. The ball and howling activities. The golf
feature piicture is "Where East is ers were told to proceed with tiie
Lupe Velez.
Rotary tournament and a proposition
of changing the meeting day was
Thursday
night’s program
at tabled. The matter of the Club coop
, Penobscot View Grange will include erating with tiie other clubs and the
musical numbers, Charles E. Greg Chamber of Commerce in the mat
ory will tell what has become of the ter of the State Highway Police and
original open cars of the Street Rail-* Registration office was given some
way, there will be two roll calls, lively and favorable comment. Ap
“Trolley rides of the nineties” and preciation of the many courtesies ex
“Midsummer dotits and dot.” There tended by the Country Club during
will be "flower conundrums,” Mrs. the Gardiner visitation were ex
Minnie Miles will read "her chapter” pressed. Clarence F. Joy told of his
of the continued story and a surprise recent trip through the West and was
given a great hand when the fact
leature is planned.
was brought out from another source
Now on sale, new lot of Wirthmor that the trip was complimentary to
Dresses at Vesper A. Leach’s.—adv. Mr. Joy hy the Traveler’s Insurance
Co. because he developed his busi
Nemo's repair shop is equipped ness in the automobile line the most
' with the most modern washing and of any agent in this district. Guests
greasing apparatus in the city. Try included John Sylvester of Washing
us for a wash and grease. Nemo's ton, D. C.. A1 Wiseman of New York
and ‘ Bill” Kelly and Donald Fogg of
Repair Shop, Spring street, city.—
this city.
adv.
<

Auction and contract bridge play
ers will be interested to know that
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these
subjects in Hartford, Conn., will give
lessons to a limited number while
resting the next few weeks in this
city. Mrs. Brown has successfully
taught classes from the best families
of Hartford. She may be reached by
telephone for details at 989-R. 81-83
NOTICE

The stockholders of the Knox Woolen Co.
are hereby notified that their annual meet
ing will be held at their office In Camden,
Wednesday. July 24. 1929, at 2 o'clock p. ni..
for choice of directors and to .transact any
other business that may come before them.
J. F. COOMBS, Clerk
Camden, July 8. 1929.
82-lt

SAMOYEDE-SPITZ
Beautiful Samoyede-Spitx Puppies.
Mother is pedigreed samoyede. Price
reasonable.
MRS. CLARA GRAY,
4 State Street, City.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Arthur (Baker and children
aro passing two weeks at her home
on Beals’ Island.
Miss Barbara Thompson and Miss
Geneva Knowlton spent a, few days
in Rockland last week.
Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell. Mass,
arrived Saturday and will spend her
vacation with Mrs. Alice Trussell.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles of
Augusta visited Suuday with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
IRev. Arthur Baker was in Portland
a few daysy last week.
Several from this place are attend
ing the meetings in Tenant’s Harfoor.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Pratt and
daughter have returned to their home
in Kennebunkport after three weeks
at their cottage at Lund’s End.
(Mr. and Mrs. Guy Braun and
daughter Myrna of (South Portand
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Loren Teel.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown and
family of South Portland are passing
a few weeks with Mrs. Brown's par
ents, Mr. yfnd Mrs. fSylTester Davis.

GLENMERE
__

•

Mrs. Thurley Hocking and child
ren of Quincy, Mass., are guests of
Mrs. Hooking's father Capt. O. A.
Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Packard and
daughter Mary of Friendship were
Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs, S.
E. Packard.
The Ladles Circle met with Mrs.
Elsie Giles last week. The next meet
ing will he at the Grange hall July
18. an all day session, with picnic
dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Marshall and
son Donald who ate spending theii
vacation at M'ars Hall. Martinsville,
visited friends here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Treat, Sr., Mr.
and Mrs. Orrin Treat Jf\, '(Mar
guerite Sheerer) of Tyngsboro. Mass.,
and Leroy Sheerer of Islington,
Mass., were dinner guests Saturday
o-f Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter of
Criehaven visited friends here Fri
day.
Fsank Wiley is doing mason .work
at the Elbridge Cook house. Mar
tinsville, recently bought by Harold
Small.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bettencourt
who have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Davis returned Sunday
to their home in East Weymouth.
Mass.
Mr. arid Mrs. Sidney Andrews of
Rockland were at O. A. Andrews’
Sunday.

Mrs. Amy Fuller with Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Fuller and son Samuel left
Sunday morning on a motor trip
through the White Mountains. They
will spend one night enroute at the
latter’s home in Lancaster, N. H.
Mrs. C. A. French and guests Mrs.
James N. Muldoon and Miss Char
lotte Campbell of Boston were din
ner guests Saturday evening of Miss
Clytie Spear.
Fred Ludwig and family of Wash
ington were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Norwood with whom
they motored to Camden and enjoyed
a climb up Mount Battie.
“The Real Christian's Steadfast
ness” is the topic for the Wednesday
evening meeting • at the Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Borneman and son Howard with Mrs. An
drew Wilson and Mrs. Beatrice
Watts and daughter Patricia made a
weekend motor trip through Massa
chusetts visiting relatives enroute.

KILL ’EM NOW 1 KILL ’EM NOW !

IM PIFFEREMT GRADES «

GOOD, FAIR AMD AWFULMMD
-me OMLY K1MD WE KMOW
AUYTWIUS ABOUT IS 1ME
GOOD MIMDs YOU SEE, WE
TAKE GOES OF PRIDE
<M OUR PRIklT SHOP ! j

Contempt of all outward things
which come in competition with
duty fulfills tiie ideal of human
greatness. This conviction, Hint
readiness to sacrifice life's highest
material good and life itself, is es
sential to the elevation of human
nature, is no illusion of ardent
youth, nor outburst of blind en
thusiasm. It does not yield to grow
ing wisdom. It is confirmed by all
experience. It is sanctioned by con
science—that universal and eternal
lawgiver whose chief dictate is that
everything must be yielded up for
the right.—Channing.
Aided the Cau»e

There was a burst of applause ns
the pianist finished his last solo. He
bowed and, after thanking his au
dience, was about to leave when
a man approached and presented a
check. This tiie pianist refused,
saying he would prefer it to be
used for some charitable purpose.
“In this case,” said the donor, "I
suppose you wouldn’t mind If we
added it to our special fund?”
“Not at all,” said the pianist.
“What Is the special fund for?”
“To enable us to have better en
tertainments next year."

CLARK ISLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Owen James and
daughter of West 'Barrington, R. I.,
are guests of 'Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Baum.
Mrs. Belle ade and children of
Lawrence, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Charles Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pierson spent
the Fourth in Stonington, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles iPlerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baum and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph East of Reading.
Pa., motored1 here and spent the holi
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baum
For Sale—Several boats, several returning to their homes Friday
fin? cottage lots. See Nilo Spear.— morning.
John McLeod of Attleboro, Mass.,
adv.
Is epending his vacation at the old
homestead.
Few who write to the newspaBenjamin Sartelle and Fred Col
I per realize that thirty lines will
lette of iBarre. Vt., visited friends here
, secure a hundred readers, while
over the Fourth.
I half a column secures one.
Edward Venner of Barre, Vt., was
the guest of Mrs. Rose Edwards for
the holiday and weekend.
MICKIE SAYS—
Everett Smurden of Lawrence.

PRINTING, LIKE E3CKT, COMES

FLIES! FUES!
[ KILL ’EM NOW!
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BLACK FLAG LIQUID
BLACK FLAG
POWDER
FLIT
FLY TOX
LARVEX
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NORTHEND
DRUG STORE

*

D L. McCARTY, Prop.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Dollar Sale
*

!
|
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What is believed to be a padlock
used hy the ancient Vikings was re
cently found during excavations in
what used to he tiie city dilclt at
St. Bartholomew's hospital, London,
England.
The lock, 5% Inches long, Is of
tiie type known as tiie “barrel”
lock. It was in common use among
tiie Romans, though the principle
must have come from Egypt and
the East This example Is thought
to be early Norman or of the Dan
ish period.
The movable end of the barrel
has several attachments rather like
the ribs of a partly open umbrella
inside. It can he pulled off only
when a key pushed in compresses
tiie ribs.

The Trans-Atlantic trip of The
Pathfinder, which began at Old
Orchard Beach at 8.48 a. m., yes
terday, will be followed on the
radio with much interest.

Carl Benson, former manager of
Park Theatre was in the city yester
day on his way to his home in Wor
cester. He is having a vacation un
til Sept. 1st before entering upon
other duties.

J
|
'

E. B. Hastings & Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, July 11-12-13
B.iby Carriage B’ankets, 2 for .......................
Red Star Cotton Diaper, 10 yard piece .......
Largi
rels, 8 for.................................
Large Turkish Towels, 5 for .............................

Find Thought to Be
Relic of the Vikings

The Lancaster Theatre Sex
tette, which has been furnishing
such tuneful melodies over the
WNAC system Sunday after
noons, made its last appearance
Sunday until after Labor Day.

'More high scores were recorded at
Carr's alleys last week, the winners
and figures being: Speed 132, Shute
131, Parker 128, Maxey and Gay 126,
Jacobs 119, C. Smalley 116, Ireland
112, Hinckley 111, and Brasier 100.

Morgan whose call is 794-W.

Frick First Motorist
Taken in Speed Trap

ON MY SET

OAKLAND PARK
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Unfortunate Remark

Words whispered at a funeral led
to the arrest of a woman at Seine,
France, for tiie murder of a man.
“In a few minutes all will be over,
and our minds will be at rest,” the
woman was heard to say to a
friend as the coffin was lowered into
the grave. Her words were car
ried to the police, and the woman
finally confessed that during a
drunken quarrel she killed the man
hy ’striking him, in self defense, a
blow behind the ear with a blunt
instrument
Persian Fruits

Persia is credited with having
given many fruits to the world at
large, Including tiie peach and or
ange, but the real origin of these
may have been eastern Asia or In
dia. The greatest fruit crop of
Persia Is the grape, which grows
In nbundance. They are gathered
during the latter part of August
and just at tlnft time there is a
periodical rain which very con
veniently washes the fruit, or other
wise It would go unwashed.
Information Exchanged

At a military dance one officer
said to another as they adjourned
for refreshments:
"I don’t know how it Is, but my
wife’s lipstick always tastes differ
ent from any other woman’s," said
he carefully wiping his lips.
“Yes, doesn’t it," remarked the
other, absent-mindedly. — London
Tit-Bits.
Not Considered a Bargain

Although a woman is a natural
bargain hunter, she does not care
to marry a man in reduced circum
stances.—Boston Transcript

Ladies' House Dresses .........................................
White and Colored Hoover Dresses ...............
Broadcloth Smocks, rose, blue, green ...........
Corsets, several styles, all sizes ........................
Middy Blouses, white ....................:......................
Gymnasium Bloomers, black sateen. 1 pair....
Ladies Rayon Bloomers, regular and extra
sizes; all colors ...................................................
Ladies' Crejie Bloomers, 2 for ............................
Ladies* Fnion ftSuits, 2 for ................... 1............
Ladles’ Summer Vests, band top; 4 for .......
Ladies’ Night Gowns, rayon, muslin, crepe
Ladies’ Rayon iSlips .............................................
Ladles' Full Fashioned iSilk 'Hose, all colors
ladies’ Silk Hose, all colors, pointed heel
two pairs for .......................................................
Children's Dresses ...............................................
Children’s Plaited(Skirts, p’.aid and plain
Coats to match .......................................................

Mass., is visiting hi« grandmother,
Mrs. Charles Rowland.
Mrs. Harold Simmons of Rockland |
was the guest last week of Mrs. Axel
Magnuson.
Mrs. Raymond Ludwig of Rockland
spent tiie past week with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. William Richards.

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Finnemore and
son Leo, Lynwood Butler and Chester
Hansen of Bristol, Conn., were recent
guests of the latter’s parents Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hansen.
They motored
to Caribou before returning to Bristol.
James Cole of Portland, formerly
of Camden, is spending a few days
in town.
Miss Eleanor Hansen is enjoying a
vacation from her duties as clerk in
Crockett’s 5 and 10 cent store.
The July meeting of Megunticook
Grange will be held Wednesday eve- }
ning at 7.30 o’clock.
Misf Alice Keene of Portland was '
the weekend guest of her parents, Mr. i
and Mrs. M. L. Keene.
Regular monthly meeting of the ;
Camden Board of Trade at the i
Y.M.C.A. tomorrow evening at 7.30 !
o’clock. Refreshments will be served.
A series of dances starts tonight
at the Burkettville Grange hall with
music by Dean’s five-piece Jazz band.
Refreshments will be served.
Baseball today—Legion vs Knox
Mill.
Rev. Calvin M.-Clark, D.D., of Ban
gor, occupied the pulpit in the First
Congregational Church Sunday.
Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung and son Jack
of Mineola, N. Y., have arrived to
spend the summer at their cottage at
Lake Megunticook.
Leslie Wellman and family have re
turned to their home in Rumford Falls
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dean.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Huntley. Mrs.
Alfred Youens and Miss Annabel
Morse of Palo Alto, Calif., and Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth of Rockport, mo
tored to Warren Sunday to visit
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Effie Knox of Cristobal, Pana
ma, is visiting her brother Ralph A.
Cripps.
Raymond Henderson and Merle
AMasgatt of Camden have just corn -,
pleted a seaplane which was launchecr
Saturday. It is equipped with a
French made engine of 60 h. p. They
commenced work on the plane last
winter but as both are employed in
tiie Knox Woolen Mi.'l did net have
much leisure time. The plane was
in the harbor Sunday and the boys
are hoping soon to take an air trip.
MARRIED
BROWX-SMPSOX At Uorklanil. July 9, nl j
•St. Peter’s Church, b.v Rev. Kriienl O. Ken
yon, 4’arl.vle 4J. Brown and Miss Itutli Blmina Slmpsou, both of Rockland.
WltkkHT-FV.SHIXG—At Augusta, June 22, by
Rev. (». T. Magraw. James R. Wright of
Springfield, Mass, and Rena Stanley (,’ushing, formerly of Thomaston.
VfXALCUA&K -At Thomaston. July 8. b.v
Hey. W. S. Hounds. William 1. Vlnll of '
Thomaston and Miss Marlon F. Clark of i
Rockland.

DIED
CONfSTOCK—At Thomaston. July 6. 'Hiram
A (’omstoek.
Funeral Wednesday at 0
o’clock. Burial at Vienna.
OWEN At Lincolnville. July 7, Lottie Hurd.
widQW of Ikavld Owen, aged 90 years, 2
months, 21 days. Funeral Tuesday after
noon nt 2 o’clock.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank neighbors and friends, espe
cially the Odd Fellows, for their kindness and
help during the lllnes.s and death of my uncle
Alexander H. Blood, also for the floral offer
ings.
Mrs. Sara rottershall
Tourists now find that the historic
Vinalhaven
*

“
walls of Jerusalem are undergoing
much-needed repairs The present
?' walls,
succeeding many others razed

5 in the various wars suffered by the
— j Holy City, were chiefly built in 1541
by Sultan Sulieman the Magnificent
KILL ’EM N0WT KILL ’EM NOW ! Of Turkey.
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1.00
1-00
1.00
100
1.00
100
100
1.00

100
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
I u rk I h T< > w i , 8 f< r .......1.00
Table Runners, ail linen, $1.50 value ............ 1.00
Three Linen D ilies to match ........................... 1.00
Damask Table Cloths, hemstitched borders
•58x58; each ......................................................... 1.00
Linen Lunch Set, each ....................................... 1.00
Table Damask, all linen, 1 yard Cor ................ 1.00
Table Damask , with border, 2 yards for .... 1.00
Muslin Curtains. 1 pair for ............................. 1.00
Hemstitched Pillow Cases, 4 fop ...................... 1.00
Five Pilbiw Cases f« r ........................................... 1.00
Two (Pillow Ca>es. embroidered or fancy edge 1.00
81x90 iShects, good quality ................................. 1.00
Bed ISpreads ............................................................. 1.00
Silk Scanfs .......... 1.00
SLk Scarfs. 2 for . 1.00
Sofa IPillows ........................................................... 1.00
BUngul >w Aprons, extra size ........................... 1.00
Large American F’.ag. 4x6 ............................. 1.00
Idies' Night Gowns, 2 for ............................... 1.00
Sas’h Curtains. 2 pairs for ................................. 1.00
Bungalow Aprons, regular size; 2 for .......... 1.00
Chiidrt n's Hose, 4 pairs for ............................... 1.00
Children’s Pongee Blouses ............................... 1.00
Children’s Rompers, 2 for ................................ 1.00
Children’s Pantie Dresses .................................. 1.00
Children's Nainsook Waist Union iSuits, 2 for 1.00
Children’s Middy Suits ........................................ 1.00
Batting, 5 rolls for ................................................ 1.00
Red Star Diapers, 20x120; 1 dozen for ....T...... 1.00
Cretonne, 5 yards for ........................................... 1.00
Plisse Crepe, plain and tigured; 5 yards ....... 1.00
Cheese Cloth; three 5-yard pieces .................. 1.00
40 inch Cotton, unbleached; 8 yards for ....... 1.00
36 inch Bleached Cotton; 6 yards for .......... 1.00
36 inch Long Cloth; 5 yards for ............... .... 1.00
Lunch Kits, Vacuum Bottle and Case, both for 1.00
All Linen Crash. 5 yards for ............................... 1.00
$>l..")0 Leatherette Suit Case, good lock,
leather handle ..................................................... 1.00
36 inch Challie, 7 yards for ................................. 1.00
36 inch Percale, 8 yards for ................................. 1.00
Patchwork iPieccs,5 pounds for ....................... 1.00
Boston Bags ............................................. W....... 1.00
$1.50 Giant Alarm'
(’locks ................................ 1.00
Ladies’ and Men’s Fnibrellas ............................ 1.00
Traveling 3>ags ..................................................... 1.00
Shade Curtains, all colors; 2 for .................... 1.00

« J-.

NOBLEBORO COMMUNITY KITCHEN
We wish to announce the reopening of

NOBLEBORO COMMUNITY KITCHEN
Under the same management, but in a new location
somewhat nearer Damariscotta

R. W. DAVIS & SONS

Pasteurized and Raw

MILK PRODUCTS
MILK

BUTTER

—at—

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Rockland

Telephone 891

82-M

Start Your Fire with

Dixie Kindler
Without Fuss, Muss, Worry or Danger
Made of pine chips and splinters impregnated with
resin and compressed into small bricks. It burns 20
to 30 minutes and generates intense heat, sufficient
to ignite even damp fuel.
HOW TO START

A FIRE

To start a fire light one Dixie Kindler with a match
and, after it becomes covered with flame, place in
bottom of grate, stove or furnace. Place pieces of
coal, wood or coke around and on the kindler but do
not smother the blaze with fine coal or slack. Rut
in the full amount of fuel desired and leave the rest
to the kindler. That's ail—no fuss, no muss, no
worry!
AT ALL GROCERS, OR

M. B. 6 C. O. Perry
Coal and Wood Office

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt apprecia
tion to our many friends and neighbors for
their kind offers, expremions of sympathy,
the many beautiful floral tributes and for the
donation of autos.
Enos Parks and family, Mrs. Ella Reed, Mr
and Mrs. James O’Neil.

EGGS

Telephone 487

Rockland, Me.
SO-32
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NICE LOOKING 60S
YOUVt GOT, GEORGE '
MOW DOES SHE RON ?

OH-KIND* SLUGGISH
time to get rid of

SOME CARBON I GUESS

Every-OtEcr-Day

TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIERS USE
FLASHLIGHTS DURING STORM

TAKE AN OLD MANS ADVICE
AND USE SOCONY SPECIAL .
AND FORGET THE CARBON?
YOU'LL SAVE MONEY IN THE
END •

TEAM? SEEMS TO ME
ALL GAS IS ABOUT THE
SAME ONCE ITS IN,
THE TANK

S'

Masterpieces of Pen
and Brush Forgotten

Special $2 and $1.50
Sunday Excursions

A-pine tree brings , forth many
seeds, but among the millions that
It scatters over the mountainside
perhaps but one may survive—treas
ured by a squirrel and stored under
ground, springing to life when the
uncertainties of existence deprive
tlie squirrel of need for food.
Charles Wesley, It is said, wrote
6,000 hymns, but from this 6,000
probably but one lias ussurunce of
immortality—‘'Jesus, Lover of My
Soul." Wordsworth was prodi
gious In sonnets, but of tlie thou
sands he drafted lie published but
a few more than 450 and of these less
than half a dozen have taken root
in popular memory. La Parse
burned many of his drawings, left
between 50,000 and 00,000. and some
critics say he will he fortunate If
one of them be remembered a *ew
hundred years from now. Raphael
painted scores of madonnas, doubt
less sketched hundreds that lie never
painted, and tlie world really treas
ures two—tlie “Slstlne Madonna,”
and "Madonna della Sedia." The
"Sistine,” it might be remarked, was
not thought much of nt the time of
its painting, a critic then dismissing
it with four lines of comment.—
Detroit News.

AND

Daily One-Day Excursions
BANGOR, BAR HARBOR
and BROOKLIN
On steamers “Camden,” “Belfast,” “Southport”
and “J. T. Morse”
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bangor on Bangor Line good going and returning Sunday only, $2.09
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bar Harbor on Bar Harbor Line good going and returning Sunday
only, $2 00.
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Brooklin on Brooklin Line good going and returning Sunday only,
$1.50.
SAILING INFORMATION
BANGOR LINE: Steamers “BELFAST” or “CAMDEN” leave Rock
land 5.15 A. M. Eastern Standard Time. Returning due in Rock
land at 7 P. M.
BAR HARBOR LINE: Steamer “J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5.15
A. M. Eastern Standard Time. Steamer due on return trip at 6.30
P. M.
BROOKLIN LINE: Steamer “SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15
A. M. Eastern Standard Time. Due dn return trip at Rockland at
6. P. M.

Legal Knots Untied
by Chinese Solomon

rlOCONY Special is an all-year-round
■■ moiorfuel. Nol only in winter, but in the

spring and summer and (all, Socony Special
brings out every bit of power, pick-up and
speed the maker put into your car. It is a real

The flashlight has become one ot the most important adjuncts of
aviation. According to cables received from the French trans*Atlantic
fliers. "Flashlights and batteries of great service during sterm and night.”
The French aces are shown in the photo equipped with powerful 5-ceU
lights for reading their navigation instruments during their successful
flight. Left to Right: Jean Assolant, Arm eno Lotti, Jr., and Rene
Lefevre.

Before you start out on your next motor trip
ask Socony Touring Service (or directions and
information on road conditions. You'll be
amazed at the amount of helpful data they
will give you. The service is free. Send in
the coupon below.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
7
io

high-quality, anti-knock gasoline. It costs more
because it's worth more. It minimizes carbon

troubles and costly bills (or carbon removal.

Stop in today and (ill up at the Socony

\i.

Socony Touring Service,
26 Broadway, New York City

13

rlease send me road information.

City

20

H9

Special pump. Once tried, you will continue

io buy and boost this motor (uel.

■

ib

I am touring from-----------------

to------------------
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29
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SPECIAL GASOLINE

37

40

by STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Popular Powder of
Blueberry, Live and
Beautiful Women
Dressed Poultry
Beauties who guard their complexions
use MELLO-GLO Face Powder only.
Shippers
Famous for purity—its coloring mat
Will find it to their advantage to
consign their shipments to—

Almeder, Eames & Co.
Commission Merchants

53 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
80-|2

ter is approved by the Government.
The skin never looks pasty or flaky.
| It spreads more smoothly and pro|
I
j
j
1

duces a youthful bloom. Made by a
new French process, MELLO-GLO j
Face Powder stays on longer. Corner Drug Store and all other good ,
stores.

4l

WALDOBORO
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39

41
43
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Mrs. Carrie Hodgdon of Waterbury,
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Conn, who has been the guest of her
10- Submlt
30-Section
1-Attltude
daughter Mrs. John H. Miller, is now
32- !nsect
5-To become dim
11-Capltal of Tibet
at Mars Hill.
33- Established
9-Free from faults
13- Moved swiftly
Mrs. I. P. Bailey has gone to Bos
34- A wing
11- Comblning form.
14- Ocean
ton.
36-Disentangles
Milk
19-Prize
H. S. Weaver and family of Allston,
38—Gem (pi-)
12- School text-book
21-Entrap
Mass., have been in town enroute to
14- Glossy cotton fabric 40-A river In S. E.
24- Dexterous
their camp at Martin’s Point.
France
15- Hlgh explosive
25- An article of furni
41- Polnt of time (pi.)
(abbr.)
ture
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey, who
42- Gull-like bird
16- Withers
26- Helped
have been occupying the Smith resi
43A
hole
17- Femlnine name
27- A game of cards for
dence on Main street, have moved
(short)
two persons
VERTICAL
into the Waltz house at Kaler's
18- Numeral
28-Conclude
1- Saucy
Corner.
20-Provlnce In N. E.
29- Natlonal Academy
2-Signs
Miss Audrey Wyman Is at home
India
of Sciences (abbr.)
3- Settled
from Everett, Mass., for the summer
22- Patrlotic society
30- Energy
4- Close
recess.
, (abbr.)
31- Femlnlne name
5- Be tangled
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Glidden of
23- Girl's name
6- 0ne who handles Ice 32-A young herring
Boston are guests of Ernest A. Glid
35-Aseistant (abb.)
7- Vapor
24- Sever
den.
37-Eagle
8- Chinese secret
26—Exist
Miss Frances Achorn has returned
39-River In Switzerlant
society
28-Pure
from Boston where she has been for
two months.
Solution to Pre\ ions Puzzle
Miss Ellie McLaughlin is passing
the vacation from her school in
s 1 M Pl
EAST SENNEBEC
Stamford, Conn., with her mother
1 s E R
School at the Gurney schoolhouse
Mrs. William McLaughlin.
vis
5 T L ELI
closed Friday after a very successful
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Suter and term.
with Mrs.
Annie Ripl<-y,
Kan BKWURHB
children of Auburn hare been recent teacher. The pupils made good prog
guests of Mrs. Nina Goucher.
ress in their .studies, especially in
Circle No. 2 of the Methodist reading, which was very much n« :
Church will hold a food sale in E. C. ed as most of them wire behind in
IAIN N
Teague s store Friday afternoon.
their grades in reading. The school
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirkpatrick closed with a rousing picnic at .<• nof New York have been at their home nebec Pond» all the pupils and some
RL
on the North Wialdoboro road while of the parents present, and all had
THc
enroute to Friendship where they a good time and a good dinner.
tMs)a
IS, K
will pass the summer.
Mrs. Genevra Robbins who has
iOOi KJE
INjOiT
E
Mr. and Mrs. William Moore and been ill is slowly recovering.
L'k'
I ID]
children Bobby and Alta of Stafford
Dr. and Mrs. Simmons, little
1'
It
-J
Springs, Conn., have been visiting daughter Marion and Miss John « n
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
all of Connecticut and Mrs. Lucy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger of Simmons of Union were recent vis
Hartford, Conn., are guests of the itors at Spring Dale Farm.
Charlie Salp is having built a hu ge
Thomas Stengers at Martin's Point.
Miss Jessie L. Keene and Miss Faye chicken house 100 feet long. Robie
M. Keene are passing two weeks in Robbins is doing the wrk.
Rev. and Mrs. Kennie and Mr. and
Bar Harbor.
An interesting article concerning Mrs. Fred Davidson were visitors at
Elisha E. Creamer, one of Waldo Julia Gurney’s and Mrs. G. M. Rob
boro's Civil War veterans, was print bins’ one day last week.
4 teaspoonful of simple herbal
Mrs. Herbert Stanley and Miss
ed in a recent copy of the Press
compound
before meals
Julia
May
Stanley
of
South
Carver,
Herald. Mr. Creamer, enlisted in the
Union Army at the age of 13, and put Mass., are spending their vacation at fine to end misery — New
rocks in his pockets so that he might Mrs. Stanley’s old home with Mr. and Strength, Weight and Vigor
make the required weight. He was Mrs. Z. C. Gurney and family.
If you only knew—you poor unfor
a member of Company A, 21st Maine
tunates who pay for almost every
Volunteers, recruited by Captain
LAWRY
mouthful you eat with terrible dis
Isaac Comery of Waldoboro, who
Clayton Simmons and bride ar
lived to be 96 years old. After his dis rived home from Yarmouth, N. S., tress and misery—who are weak,
nervous and thin—who can’t sleep
charge from the army Mr. Creamer last Tuesday.
—how quickly these troubles van
Mr. and Mrs. George Ross and a
followed the sea and went in deep
ish as Tanlac straightens out stom
water ships for many years. He has party of friends frdm New York are
ach disturbances and gives you
not been in good health for the past .spending their vacation at Mr. Ross’ new strength, you wouldn’t hesi
few years but is still active for one home here.
Clayton. Simmons left Tuesday aft tate a moment about going to your
of his age.
druggist and getting a bottle of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose of ernoon for Mainaduc, Cape Breton,
this splendid herbal compound.
Thomaston spent the weekend with on the lobsted smack Satellite for the
Tanlac is as free from harmful
Mrs. Jennie Benner, Kaler's Corner. last trip of the season.
Thomas Delano and family were drugs as the water you drink—only
Mrs. Annie Young of Thomaston,
Nature’s own medicinal tonic
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ripley and at home from Georges Island over the
herbs. Druggists know this and for
Mrs. Clifford Blood and daughters weekend.
J. W. Simmons and family of Lew the past 10 years have recom
Phyllis and Arline of Rockland visit
iston spent the Fourth in this place. mended it to men and women who
ed Mrs. Jennie Benner Friday.
Daisy Simmons and Will Hisler of were rapidly becoming physical
the village spent the Fourth here at wrecks from stomach troubles.
The makers have so much confi
the home of her mother.

aaacEE nHSjs
hessees
am he
□sans
3HEHQ
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Stomach Sufferers!

When your specifications say “clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
for—stock free from sap and knots, straightgrained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS dear
lumber.
Same with our whole line — no matter
what it is. Wallboard, lor instance. We
sell and recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, warps or buckles. Insulates.
Vermin-free. Permanent- Ask to see sample.

W. H. GLOVER & co.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

Eat What You Like
This Summer—

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

A memorial is to be raised to Baron
Munchhausen in his native city of
Main Street
Bodenwerder, on the Wescr River. It
Thomaston, Maine
will depict the famous teller of tall
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS I talcs seated on the famous horse that
Telephone Connection
kept on drinking after it had been cut
ill two.

steamship lines

Turkish Trade Union,

30

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

EASTERN

17

23

TT4

SOCONY
Made

3

Daily Excursions--One-Way Fare for the Round Trip

In a village near Peking, China,
Daily excursion tickets are sold and good from Rockland to Bangor,
four tradesmen clubbed together to
Bar Harbor or Brooklin or any intermediate landing and return
buy cotton. To protect it from
See time table for leaving and returning times from
rats they procured a cat, and
intermediate landings
agreed that each of them owned one
of the animal's legs.
Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices
Soon afterward tlie cat hurt one
of its paws, and the owner of tliut
particular leg bound it up with a
rag soaked in oil. But the cat went
too near the lire, tlie bandage Ig
nited, and the terrified animal
rushed amongst the bales of cot
ton, which llured up and were de
stroyed.
The three owners of the unin
jured legs sued tlieir partner for
loss and damages. The judge ruled
thus:
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND •
WEST ROCKPORT
“Since the cat was unable to use
STEAMBOAT CO.
tlie injured leg, the cotton was set
Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven. North
Mr. and Mrs.. John Beckman of
Haven. Stonington. Swan's Island
on fire by the action of the three
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
uninjured legs on which the cat Somerville, Mass. , were weekend
Subject
To Change Without Notice
guests
of
Mrs.
Beckman
’
s
brother.
F.
ran among tlie bales of cotton. Con
DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Parker
and
family.
sequently these three legs were
VINALHAVEN LINE
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Parker anl
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
guilty, and their owners must pay
aughter Priscilla of Bernard vis Sunday at 7.0U A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
damages and costs."
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2 20 1’. M.

The oldest trade unions in the
world are in Constantinople. Here
every worker, no matter what his
calling, belongs to a guild. These
guilds are very powerful, having
been in existence for many cen
turies and possessing special privi
leges granted to them for services
rendered to the state In times of
crisis. To this day in Constanti
nople, no shoemaker of the guild
of shoemaking may be punished ex
cept by special officers appointed
by members of his own calling;
tlie favor having been' conferred
upon tlie fraternity by one of the
sultans of tlie Sixth century. The
guilds regulate wages, length of
working day, and even coutrol tlie
"pitches” of the vendors.
Siamese Currency

, It takes 100 sacang to make a
baht, the latter being the equiva
lent of 0.CG507 gram of fine gold.
The baht, sometimes just bat, is
also the unit of weight Eighty
baht equal one cliang. and 50
chang equal one haph. (fne-eightn
of a baht is culled a fuang, and two
fuang are a salung. There are
also walls, kups and niews, as well
as sens, yotes, tanhs and tanans.
Twenty tanans formerly equaled half
a coconut shell, l'ou will have to
keep that all straight In your mind
If you have financial Intercourse
with Slant. But remember espe
cially that the tical Is now out of
use officially as a money unit—New
Orleans Times-Picayune.
Good Job

A young lawyer had a foreign
client in police court Jt looked
rather hlack for the foreigner, and
the lawyer fairly outdid himself in
rying to convince tlie magistrate
that his client was Innocent.
The lawyer dwelt on the other’s
ignorance of American customs, his
straightforward story, and enough
other details to extend the talk
fully 15 minutes. His client was
acquitted.
In congratulating the freed man
the lawyer held out Ills hand in an
absent, though rather suggestive
manner. The client grasped it
warmly. •
"Dot wa« a fine noise you make,’’
he said. “Thanks. Goo’by.”

ited Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Curtis of
.incoln were guests June 30 of Mr.
and Mrs. S. Joseph Andrews.
Mrs. May Hicks and Frederick
Hicks spent the weekend with Mrs.
M. J. Oxton and called on other
friends. “Freddie’’ is employed as
bookkeeper and assistant cashier at
the Armour plant in Waterville an 1
Mrs. Hicks is living in Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Blake of Need
ham, Mass., were recent guests of
Mrs. S. Joseph Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Rankin spent
Friday night and Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. John Mills in Rockland.
Mrs. William Cleveland and grand
daughter Jacqueline arrived last
week and are with Mr. Cleveland at
their Mirror Lake cottage.
Joseph Blake and daughter Shir
ley of Beverly, Mass..and Mrs. Verdilla
Blake who has been spending several
months with her son motored here
for the holiday and weekend. Mrs..
Blake will be at her daughter’s, Mrs..
Ernest Tolman’s for the remainder of
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Oxton of Massa
chusetts have been visiting relatives
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Heal of Bel
fast visited relatives hero Sunday.
Due to misunderstanding an in
correct statement was made in these
items in the July 4 issue of this pa
per concerning the death of Alfred G.
Laine. Death was not due to tuber
culosis and there was no trouble with
the lung. In some manner the eighth
rib became infected and an operation
was performed in which that rib was
removed. Results of tests made on
both th'1 rib that had been taken and
tlie pus showed no signs of T. B. and
he was doing well from the operation
when peritonitis set in and was the
cause of his death.

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's. Island daily except
Sundays at 6.30 A. M.. Stonington 7.2-5, North
Haven 8.20; due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30; due to
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. M.
B. II. STINSON
74-tf
General Agent

NO ONE NEED HAVE
Y
Newest, Best Remedy Makes
Your Hair Return to the
Color It Used To Be
RESULTS GUARANTEED
The newest, best remedy for mak
ing your gray or faded hair return
tn the same color It used to be, the
color best suited to your style of
beauty is Lea's Hair Tonic. Not a
tint or poisonous dye that makes
everybody's hair turn the same col-or. If your hair was red it makes it
return red, or any color it was in
youth.
Just rub a little into the scalp a
few days and note how healthy It
makes your scalp look and feel-then
in a few days note the gradual change
from gray back to its youthful color.
He free of gray hair worries forever.
Your druggist has Lea's Hair Tonic,
or we will gladly send you a bottle
parcel post prepaid upon receipt of
One dollar. Lea’s Tonic Co., Brent
wood. Maryland.

‘

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

,
,
'

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County

LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR ICE

Metals Found in Scotland

The precious metals exist In sev
eral Scottish counties. The an
cient Celts made their wonderful
brooches and other trinkets of na
tive gold, probably gathered from
the beds of streams. In the Six
teenth century the metal was ex
tensively mined in Lanarkshire.
Pennant describes a nugget weigh
ing one and a half ounces which
was discovered on Crawford Muir.
Some years ago. a local writer. Doc
tor Watson, collected a fair amount
of goid in small grains from tlie
Wanlockhead district

Tel. 1004-J
J. F. WHALEN
ASH POINT, ME.
57-tf

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Stroat
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in att«ndanoa
Phone Ytd3
Painless System
of Adjusting

For Women of
Middle Age

Popular Scottish Stone

One of the stones tliat has never
waned in popularity is the Cairngtirm. Tills splendid stone is a va
riety of rock crystal found In the
Cairngorm mountains In Invernessshire, Scotland, ami also In the
Grampians. In color It ranges from
light orange to deep brown. The
Cairngorm is made Into various ar
ticles of Jewelry, which find a ready
sale, especially amongst tourists vis
iting Scotland. From time Im
memorial It lias been used to decorute the dirks and brooches worn
with Highland dress.

Iceland, though a northern island
dence in Tanlac that if it doesn’t is misnamed. Instead of vast areas
of unmelting ice-fields, the surface
help you—money back.
is highly volcanic, with vast areas of
lava field There are hot springs and
geysers and a great volcano is liable
any moment to sudden eruption, but
'collectors have found 130 different
MILLION BOTILES USED varieties of flowers growing there.

Tanlac
52

Dresden ehina was really origin
ated in Meissen nearby. There in
700. .Fohann Boettger was experi
menting for a process to make gold
and discovered the art of making
white porcelain which has been made
there ever since. Meissen is an interesting town with its cathedral and
beautiful castle.

Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
at 10.56 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.

"I have been taking Lydia E.

R. H. BRITT
Civil Engineer

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to

build me up and for the Change of

Life and I can’t get along without it.

I lost about twenty pounds and I felt
weak and run-down. I find it gives

me strength and quiets my nerves. I

Surveys,

Maps, Plsns, Estimates,
Consultations

Office 320 Main St. Tsl. 1247
Res. 81 Summer St. Tel. 651-W
.

l!9-tf

have two daughters and I gave it to

DR. E. L SCARLOTT

them when they came into woman

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatkl

hood and was greatly pleased at the

Osteopathic Physician

results. I will answer any letter ask

By Appointment—Tsl. 188
35 Limerock St.
RoeklsnS

ing for information.”—Mrs. L E.
Harjon, Waterloo, Iowa.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s1
Vegetable Compound
I \<ha I

Pinkham \1cd ( o . I.vnn.

Miis.'

Graduate af American School ot
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
896 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND

1

Tslsphona 1298; Rssldsnoa 288-81
_
J
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Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
Stephen Colson,* a veteran of the
Civil War, celebrated his 87th birth
day -July 4 by giving a family dinner
party. Those present were Prank
Colson, Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew,
daughter Clea .Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Colson of North Jay, Mrs. Charles
Dutton of Augusta, Mrs. Ida Fastard
; of Portland.
Miss Lucie Conway is home from
Waltham, Mass., where she has been
i with her uncle Ernest Smith for the
past few months.
Miss Rita Greenlaw was the guest
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Jetson
Dyer, North Ilaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith and
son Walter are enjoying a motor trip
to Machias and other Maine places of
, interest.
At E. G. Carver’s now canning fac
tory on the waterfront, 1,000 cans of
finnan haddie, were packed the past
i week. Mr. Carver is receiving good
» ports of the products sold.
At Herman’s Reach 'Thursday the
following party enjoyed the day and
a picnic*dinner: Mr. and Mrs. Her’ bet t Conway, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Oakes and family, Lucie and Ernest
Conway. Ernest Smith and sons Ern
est and Clinton of Waltham. Mass.,
land Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster
1 and son James.
Herman (Frowery who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Greenlaw has returned to Scotch
Plains, N. J. He was accompanied
by Harold Arey who has employment
at Trenton, N. J.
The following party motored to
North Haven July 4, and enjoyed a
picnic dinner at Pulpit Harbor: Mr.
and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett, Avis John
son,, Dora Landensj Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Greenlaw, Lida Greenlaw and
Margaret Roberts.
Miss Louise Hardison is employed
at Garnet Thornton’s store at North
Haven.
Mamie West and Ruth West of
SOUTH WARREN
Roston arrived Saturday and are
Capt. and Mrs. Allie Demuth, Mrs. f guests of Mr. and Mrs. iW. Y. FosKeziah Libby, Miss Carrie Stackpole, I sett.
Chester Spear and family and Mr.
Juno Lenfest of Reading, Mass.,
and Mrs. Oscar Johnson enjoyed a I and Janice Pillsbury of Thomaston,
clambake and lobster boil on Sheep are guests of their grandmathcr Mrs
Merritt lenfest.
Island the Fourth.
Mrs. Roland Rlaisdell and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Copeland enter
tained the following guests over the ters Vera and Virginia of Wakefield
Fourth: Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jordan, and Muriel Daniels of Lexington,
Mrs. Ida Smith, Miss Callie Smith. Mass., are at Granite Island for the
Fred Robinson and son Fred and Mr. summer months.
Housekeepers at the Fnion Church
and Mrs. Leslie Hunt.
Mrs. Geneva Thompson of Friend circle Friday were Jennie Williams,
ship and John Fales of Cushing were Margie Chilles, Marie Teele and Es
telle Brown.
at Kenneth Fales' Thursday.
Cora Roberts of Quincy, Mass., is
Edward Hayes and family and
Barbara Jordan of Rockland were at the guest of relatives in town.
Quite a sum was realized from the
A. R. Jordan's Sunday
nJ cake sale at Fifield’s store Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bean and
enjoyed a. picnic the Fourth with 1 ' afternoon for the benefit of Union
Church.
party of friends at Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig of* Miss Eugenia Carver who has b"en
Thomaston were at Capt. Allie 1 teaching the past year in Somerville.
| Mass., Is at her home here for the
Demuth's Friday.
Mrs. Carrie Packard and son John summer,
of Bangor and Mrs. Josie Hyler of i Carl Olson of Hall’s Quarry was
Rockland were guests last week at L. * in town the past week.
R. .Bucklin's.
Mrs. L. R. Smith left Sunday for
Mrs. Nina Gregory of Glencove and North Haven where slip will spend
John Gregory of Massachusetts vis-! the summer months with Mr. and
ited Mrs. Rose Marshall Friday.
| Mrs. H. M. Noyes.
Mrs. Clara Dow of West Rockport
The Dredger Ajax is at work at the
and daughter visited Thursday with Libby-Burchell fish wharf.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair.
| Bruce Grindle, manager of Rock-

SUPER-VALUES
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The aim of the Cloverdale stores is to give n *re than good
value for your money. It is to give super-value. That is
why we insist on highest quality, despite our low prices.
The standard everywhere!

Baker’s Cocoa
GEISHA or THREE DIAMONDS I

Crab Meat

FANCY

NO. I
CAN

For hot-weather breakfasts !

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes
SNOW
PEAKS
10
LB.

Have You Tried

KCLOVERDALE

19’

OES the feminine practice of
self-starvation for the sake
of a slender form encourage
fatigue and cut down the efficiency
of the business girl? Large num
bers of employers say it does, and
Dr. Thaddeus L. Bolton, head of the
Department of Psychology, Temple
University, Philadelphia (standing

D

before the window), is now con
ducting an exhaustive investigation
with a view to settling once and
for all this much debated question.
Delicate laboratory instruments
measure the motor and sensory re
sponses of a group of skilled ste
nographers before and after “after
noon tea” consisting of cake, candy
and sweetened orangeade—all foods

Fancy Creamery

POST’S
CORN FLAKES

having a fairly high sugar content.
Sugar, as one of the most highly
concentrated and quickly assimilat
ed sources of energy, provides an
ideal substance for use in deter
mining the extent to which an
additional food ration will offset
loss of muscular and nervous con
trol, and other fatigue effect:? that
Impair rate and quality of work.

PKCS.

b0

369’

fl BUTTER
a

S
It costs no more
c than ordinary butter

B

For protection demand Elmwood Farm chicken !

Elmwood Chicken u 8IO„°9™NT
Fancy California spinach - no sand or grit I
CLOVERDALE

Spinach

away Inn recently bought a new Ma
BRAND
TENANTS HARBOR
FRIENDSHIP
jestic radio of J. H. Carver.
Willis
Wilson
went
to
Crlehaven
to
W.
L.
Tompkins
has
returned
to
Everett Billings was in Rockland
spend the Fourth with his parents.
New York after spending a week’s
FINE COFFEES
Saturday.
MORE
Louise Libby of Boston arrived
Leola Pierson is away the guest of vacation with his family here.
REX
BRAND
470
MUFFETS
PKG.
Miss
Irma
fWelseh
of
Marblehead,
Saturday for her vacation.
her sister Mrs. Russell Tabbutt.
J. B. Davis. Mary Davis, Dorothy ! Marion Wallace of Augusta is stay M -s., and Willis Rauskolb of Med
PAN AMERICAN
l>.
JUNKET
PKG.
Davis of West Newton. Mass., Mr. ing for the summer with her grand- ford spent the weekend at The
SURPRISE BRAND lb
NANK1 TEAS
.... «g.
and Mrs. Frank Rumery of Cam ! parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Raw- Spruces.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons and
bridge, Mass., and
Mr. Godette of ley.
daughter Flora visited relatives in
Boston are guests at Rockaway Inn.
Unusually good "tonics” at a very low price !
LGE.
Mr. and Mrs. William YVhite are Camden Sunday.
Grey Young, who has been the
BOTS.
occupying
the
Dwyer
house.
Mr. and Mrs. • Samuel -Davis of
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
contents
Clarence Hart and father are Portland are visiting Mr. anl Mrs.
Herman Young left Monday for
guests of relatives in this place.
Granville T. Brow for a week.
Barre, Vt.
Churned from sweet nuts and milk !
Mr. and Mrs. John’Deering (El ean
Fred Palmer
Boston arrived
Mrs. Frank 'Pullen and son Myron
Saturday and is at the home of Mr. are doing a rushing business in their or Trefethern) of Portland are receiv
and Mrs. Fred Coombs, Granite small tint on the corner, selling hot ing congratulations on the birth of a
son, July 6.
street.
dogs, candy and chewing gum.
Mrs. William II. Hahn and Miss
Miss Agnes King of Worcester.
Mrs. John Reed has relatives vis
PRESERVING SUPPLIES AT LOWEST PRICES
Alma Johnson went to Monhegan
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Her iting her.
bert Delano.
Sewell Wagle was called to Waldo Saturday.
Mrs. Lola Brackett and daughter
Mrs. Hattie Smith and daughters boro Saturday hv the illness of Frank
Margery and Lillian of Wakefield. Hart. He was accompanied by Mrs. Nathalie, of Monhegan are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Murphy.
Mass., are guests at Bridgeside.
John Hocking of Long Cove.
Clement Johnson. Jr., of Portland,
William Gaston and friends who
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dwyer of
have been at his estate at Crotch Martinsville are guests of their was .in town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Field and
Island left Sunday for New Y’ork.
daughter Mrs. orris Holbrook.
Mrs. Abbie Longyear Roberts was
Mis. Maude Patterson is learning Robert Field Jr., are spending their
soloist Sunday at the Christian to he an operator at the telephone vacation here.
Matt Jones of Brookline yisited Mr.
Science service.
office.
and Mrs. Arthur Spear over the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lawson (Flor
weekend.
ence Calderwood) and son Herbert of
LONG COVE
Capt. Cleveland Burns of New
South Weymouth, Mass., who passed
___
fr
Bedford spent the weekend with his
the week of the Fourth in town, re
evenings throughout the summer;
Charles H. Murphy
A campaigif seems to be under way that has persisted for hundreds of
family here.
turned home Saturday.
Au- ' to induce tlie Scotch to eat fruit for years At any rate American tourists
Andreas Hartel, Jr., returned to Pierce s six-piece orchestra of AuVinal Smith entertained a party of
Charles II. Murphy, 64 (lied June
| breakfast instead of oatmeal porridge. in Scotland loudly praise the change.
40, Friday night at the “Red Lion.” 26 at his home in Tenant’s Harbor. West Newton Sunday after spending gusta will furnisli the music.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Burns of New It 'will he interesting to see just how
Mrs. Mark P. Smith and sister Mrs. He was horn Oct. 22, 1864, in Andover, the weekend with his family.
Movies and dances will be held Bedford have been visiting relatives much tills intensive advertising camCharles Boman were chaperones. N. B., and was married at Vinalhaven
j paign will influence a national habit
READ THE WANT ADS.
Guests of honor were Arthur Brown. May 20, 1893, to Nellie F. Garrett, here every -Wednesday and Saturday in town.
Miss Clements of Boston: Mrs. Abbie who survives him.
Five
children
Tlie basis of treatin'; sickness has
Longyear Roberts, daughter Mary were horn of this union, Mrs. Rednot changed since Dr. Caldwell left
and son Horace of Eastholm, Calder- ington Sprague of Tenant’s Harbor,
Medical College in 1875, nor since
wood’s Neck: Steve Burgess, Loyde Mrs. Gerald Dalzell of Camden, Mrs.
he placed on the market the laxative
McIntyre and Carleton Pinkney of Walter Scott of Skowhegan and Janet
prescription lie had used in his prac
the Mae Edwards Company. The
Murphy, who also survive him, to
tice, known to druggists and the
features of the evening were dancing
gether with six grandchiildren
public since 1892, as Dr. Caldwell’s
and musical numbers by the orches
son Gerald died in infancy.
Syrup Pepsin.
tra: Vinal Smith, trombone; Loyde
Mr. Murphy lived a life of useful
Then, the treatment of constipa
McIntyre, violin; Lou Mcrrithew.
tion, biliousness, headaches, mental
banjo; Horace Roberts, drums; Ar ness and unselfishness and his pass
depression, indigestion, sour stom
thur Brown and Neil Calderwood, ing will be mourned by his family and
ach and other indispositions that
pianists. A buffet lunch was served. countless friends. The funeral was
held Saturday at 2 o’clock from the
result from constipation was entirely
home, Rev. Frederick Barton offici
by means of simple vegetable laxa
SOUTH
APPLETON
ating. Interment was made in Clark
tives, herbs and roots. These are
Harold Clark is home from West c metery.
still the basis of Dr. Caldwell’s
boro, Mass., for the summer.
Those from out of town to attend
Syrup Pepsin, which is a combina
Mrs. Lois Meservey has arrived at the funeral were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
tion of senna and other mild laxa
her home, and is gaining in health Scott and family of Skowhegan, Mr.
tive herbs, with pepsin.
slowly.
Dr. Caldwell did not approve of
and Mrs. Gerald Dalzell, Mr. and Mrs.
Evelyn Philbrook is staying with R. A. Eldridge, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
drastic physics and purges. lie did
Mrs. Lois Meservey.
not liel ieve they were good for human
Merchant and Mrs. Robert Jamieson
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson of Crie- all of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
beings to put into tlieir system. If
AT AGE 83
haven spent the Fourth with her par Rowling of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
grown people want to use them no
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Clark.
one can deny them the privilege, lint
Garrett Roberts and family of War
Mr. and Mrs. il. A. Briggs and ren, Mass., and Mrs. H. C. Daily of
they should never be given to chil
sons
of
Woonsocket,
R.
I.,
spent
a
Many is the family today that
dren.
Rockland.
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Joe
The simpler the remedy for consti makes it a rule always to have a
Carpenter
and
friends.
pation, the safer for the child and bottle of this perfect preparation in
ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Lewis Fish and daughter vis
for you, and the lietter for tlie the house. Keep it handy and ob
ited her mother over the Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Whitcomb of
general health of all. And as you serve these three simple rules of
Arthur Fish was at his summer Bangor spent the weekend with Mr.
can get results in a mild and safe health: keep the head cool, the feet
and Mrs. John S. Ranlett of Rock
cottage for the day. July 4.
way by using Dr. Caldwell's Syrup warm, and the bowels open.
Mrs. Leland Wallace of Friendship ville.
Pepsin, why take chances with strong
Why not try Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
is a visitor in this place for a few
drugs’ All drug stores have the
Mrs. .Tames Moran and sons James
Pepsin today ?
days.
generous bottles.
and Donald of Hyde Park, Mass., are
at Mr. and Mis. John Ranlett’s for
the summer.
A Bible school is to l>o opened here
for all children of the place. There
will he a school every other day al
ternating with Simonton’s Corner. It
will he under the leadership of a
trained teacher with Miss Margaret
Crandon of Thomaston assisting.
The first meeting will be Wednesday
at the church.
1928 STUDEBAKER DICTATOR, lik? new; driven less than 12,000 miles and
Mr. and .Mrs. James E. Ross and
children Jane. Mary. Ranlett and Gif
a swell STUDEBAKER COACH.
ford of Boston are at the home of
TWO CHRYSLER COACHES, 1927 and 1926 models; No. 52.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett.
Miss 'Olive Tolman is spending a
ONE CHEVROLET TOURING CAR, 1926 vintage; a Bargain.
OME see at our Color Show the
few weeks at her home here.
costly cars, available only at extra cost
ONE 1927 DODGE SEDAN and other Dodge relatives.
Mrs. Faroline Parshley of Wolfbeauty
and
variety
of
color
which
on cars of Essex price.
boro. N. H., is boarding with Mrs.
ONE MODEL A STANDARD COUPE, a winner; 10,000 miles.
Essex offers at no extra cost.
Maud Bradley.
Af no extra cost—these features in
ONE 1924 FORD TOURING CAR, Still rambling; $27.90.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Carroll are en
With its open challenge, that excepts
tertaining friends for a few days.
clude: 4 Hydraulic shock absorbers —
ONE TON FORD TRUCK, Lizzie’s brother; only $49.00.

VALUES

120
120
3*0

43<t
370

Hibrow Beverages

Sweet-Nut Margarine

The CwvrnLE Co.
Better GrocerieSatLow prices

Doctor at 83 Found People
Preferred His Prescription

THE

CHALLEIM

R

as the right

to
d a re

Lindbergh flew and so can you
We have New Fords in all models and wonderful
bargains in used cars'

Challenging Viriety#/ our

Color Show

C

no car—

TWO HALF-TON TRUCKS, with slip-on bodies; 1926 model.
TWO TON TRUCKS, closed cab; panel body; 1926 model.
THREE 1926 TON TRUCKS, Warford transmission; not bad!

—with its 24% greater power, greater
beauty, adult-size capacity, riding ease
and economy—

AND OH, THE USED FORDS!

—Essex establishes also an outstanding
leadership in proven VALUE.

A Bargain in 1926 FORD TOURING C \RS.
A Lively Bunch of 1926 and 1927 COUPES AND ROADSTERS.
A 1926 EARLY TUDOR in fine shape; a Great Prize.
ONE FORD TRACTOR with Full Crawler; works for you.
OTHER SECOND HAND TRUCKS—YOU OUGHT TO HAVE ONE.
A MODEL A FORD SPORT ROADS! ER—a Whiz.

Essex offers standard fine car equip
ment, formerly identified only with

Starter and electric gauge for fuel and
oil on dash — Radiator shutters for heat
control —Adjustable seats, front and
rear—All bright parts chromium-plated
— saddle lamps — controls on steering
wheel—electrolock—New type double
action 4-wheel brakes uniformly effec
tive in all weather—Patented Super-Six
advantages eliminating vibration.

A IV/tfe Choice of Color
AT NO EXTRA COST

695
and up at factory

The il. M. C. Purduue Plan offers the lowest terms availabU.

ALSO A HORSE!
AND A HAYRAKE and MOWING MACHINES—SINGLE—DOUBLE.

Blaisdell Automobile Co.

AND THAT AIN’T ALL!
LOOK FOR OUR SIGN
IT SHOWS THE ROAD TO SATISFACTION

Waldoboro Garage Co.

7 I 2 Main Street

CROSS
CROSSINGS
CAUTIOUSLY

Tel. 896

OPEN EVENINGS

y,

Rockland, Me.

Ancient Writers Had
Idea of Punctuation

French Shepherd* Use
Stilts to Advantage

Our present system of punctua
tion, which divides written lan
guage into sections by means of
various signs and points, may be
said to have grown out of a system
developed b.v Aldus Manutius, au
Italian scholar and printer, who
printed Greek classics on Ins press
nt Venice in the latter part of the
Fifteenth century und tlie begin
ning of the Sixteenth. Manutius
was born in 1430 and died in 1313.
It should not be supposed, how
ever, that Manutius was the sole
Inventor of punctuation, although
tlie main features of tlie modern
system are due chiefly to Ills ingenu
ity nnd that ot the Greek scholars
employed b.v him. Among tlie later
Greeks various dots had been used
for oratorical purposes.
Aristo
phanes, a Greek grammarian of Alex
andria who died about ISO or 185
11. C-, is said to have devised a sys
tem of punctuation by means of
dots.
Prose punctuation of a crude
type was probably used even be
fore the time of Aristophanes. In
the early part of tlie Ninth cen
tury these earlier systems were' so
completely forgotten that Charle
magne requested scholars to revive
them. St. Jerome, who died 420
A. D.. knew nothing whatever about
punctuation.—Pathfinder Magazine.

Walking on stilts is a fad that
does not die witli the ages. On the
torn* of one of the oldest pharaohs
is a crude bas-relief depicting a
court procession. The procession Is
led by a trumpeter who is perched
on high stilts.
Every nation, in fact, has Its
expert stilt walkers. In China and
Jupnn the fad is popular with
youths, some of whom are so adept
in tills mode of walking that they
require no supports or uprights to
steady them.
In southern France stilts are
mope than fads. They are used
almost continuously b.v the sliejilierds, who have to keep watch over
large flocks of sheep ns well as to
pass through bogs. The stilts sre
usually from six to eight feet high
and are strapped tightly to the
knees.
Both men and women in that part
of tlie country are expert stilt walk
ers. In their hands they hold a
long stick or cane as a support. So
accustomed are these people to th“
stilts that shepherdesses h; ve been
known to knit socks while walk
ing on them.
A frequent pastime of these peo
ple are stilt races, and not a holi
day passes without a stilt contest
of some sort. One contest recent
ly wns won by a boy and a girl,
each fourteen years old. The third
to come in was a shepherd whose
age was about seventy.

THOMASTON
Mrs. Alida Fessenden has arrived
In town for the summer.
Mrs. John II. Sinex of Edgewater
Park, X. J., is at the Knox Hotel.
Mrs. Sinex will not open her house
on Main street this season.
Miss Adelyn Bushnell and Mar
shall Bradford left Monday morning
for Lakewood to put in a week of
rehearsing on the play they are to
appear in next week.
Miss Helen Smith who has spent
the winter in Portland is at the Knox
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Percy of New
York are visiting Mrs. John E.
Walker.
The monthly union prayer meet
ing will be held at the Baptist
Church next Thursday evening at
7.30 o’clock. The topic for consid
eration will be the 27th Psalm.
Prof. Alfred Newcombe gave a very
Interesting address at the Baptist
church Sunday evening. Mr. New
combe is a forceful speaker and a
man of modern ideas.
Mrs. K. W. Pau nee and brother
Joseph Tufts returned to Boston
Monday morning.
Miss Adelyn Bushnell will put on '
a play a few weeks later for the
benefit of the nurses’ fund.

• ♦ • •

Donald and Mrs. Hanly and her
mother, Mrs. Goodman of Concord.
South Carolina are at tlie Knox Hotel.
Mrs. I. J. Walters, Miss Annie Wal
ters, Mrs. James Walters and child
ren and William Walters of Everett.
Mass., visited Saturday with 5ns.
Emerson Watts.
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
Is visiting relatives in town.
Clarence Henry and architect from
Putnam & Cox of Boston will be in
town Tuesday on business connected
witli the building of the Knox Me
morial. Mr. Henry was the lowest
bidder. It is pleasing to know that
the work will be done by a native
of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gleason and
Harold Gleason have been at Knox
Hotel two days. They were in town
on business.
Lawrence Upham was acquitted of
the charge of fast driving in Judge
Miller’s court Monday. It will be re
membered that he was in collision
with William Shields on Beeehwoods
street Saturday nigiit. Mr. Upham
paid costs..
Miss Myrna Copeland Is in Glenmere for a visit.
Misses Lillian Davis and Virginia
Brazier (left for Northeast Harbor
Saturday where they are to be em
ployed at the Kimball house.
There will be a game of baseball
Wednesday on the Thomaston ball
field, the Wapello boys vs. the Ma
honey boys. Time, 1.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Creighton
of Greenwich, Conn., visited over the
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Creighton.

Effect of Light on
Flowers and Plants
Spring violets have been made to
bloom in the summer simply by cut
ting down their ration of daylight
to the length of a spring day. The
extra heat of summer had no ef
fect on the growth of the plant.
In this controlling of plant,
growth, artificial light has the same
effect as sunlight or the light of a
greenhouse, and twelve hours of
light (whether natural or artificial)
is “summertime” for tlie plants, and
six liours' light “winter.”
An experiment conducted with
Iris is given as an example of tlie
effect of light rationing on plants.
Two lots of iris were sown in late
October; the first were given eight
een hours of light per day, while
the others (kept in the same tem
perature) received only the light
provided b.v nature. The first lot
readied normal size very quickly,
nnd actually bloomed on Christmas
day, but the others were dormant
as late as the following February.
Queen’s Watch

One of the oddest timepieces In
the world belonged to Mary Queen
of Scots, who felt a superstitious
nversion to it and gave it to Mary
Seaton, one of her maids of honor,
who gave It in turn to Sir Thomas
Dick Lauder. It was in the shape
of a skull; the forehead was en
graved with a scythe and an hour
glass between a palace and a cot
tage, signifying that time and death
made no distinctions. At the back
of the skull a figure of Time was
pictured spreading destruction over
tlie world, nnd on tlie top appeared
Eve and the serpent in the Gardeu
of Eden, and the Crucifixion.

• • * •

A fine launching of a large fish
erman at Morse & Sons yard Satur
day was witnessed by a large com
pany.
Several days before the
launching workmen were getting out
a keel for another of those fine
boats.
Enos Parks, who was out of
Spear's market on account of the
sickness and death of his wife, re
sumed Iris position 'there Monday
morning. Miss Olive Parks who has
had employment in Belmont. Mass,
will now remain at home.
Horace Keiser let his automobile
to a stranger the latter part of last
week for a ride to Warren. No re
turn has yet been made.
The Ladies' Guild of the Episcopal
Church wil! hold a sale of fancy
articles, cooked food and candy in
the parish rooms Wednesday after
noon.
Mrs. Francis Ripley is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young.
Henry Hanly of Pownal. spent the
weekend with his sister Mrs. Annio
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ripley and
Mrs. Annie Young. Mrs. Hazel Bio d
and children motored to August i
Friday.
The Pentecostal people celebrated
the Fourth in Vinal hall with a large
gathering. 20 pastors and laymen
from Portland being present an 1
among them were some very able
speakers and fine singers. The Rev.
Mr. Bloomingdale ofr\tlanta, Georgia
gave a wonderful discourse at the
morning service. .
• • • •

Juit Her Luck

A local business woman had
bought a number of chances on an
automobile, and on the night it was
to be raffled off, went to bed in the
firm belief that she was to be the
winner. Shortly after midnight the
phone rang, and she jumped up to
answer it, preparing her “speech of
acceptance" as she ran.
In answer to her “hello,” the
voice said tliat her niece had twin
daughters at the hospital.
“Just my luck,” she said. “If It
was raining soup, I'd be out with a
sieve.”—Indianapolis News.
Appropriate Designation

\

A public hearing was held Mon
day afternoon at Watts hall on the
application of the State Highway
Commission for approval of plans
for the construction of a bridge
across the Georges river between
Warren and Thomaston. Col. S. A.
Cheney of the corps of engineers, V.
8. Army, presided. I. A. Kinsman
was secretary. Mr. Wyllle of the
commission was present. Not over
15 persons attended the hearing and
there was no opposition to the plans
manifested. The only question raised
related to tlie need of a draw in tli
bridge. C. E. Ovei lock and C. E.
Starrett of Warren voiced the sent!
ment of that town that a draw was
not necessary.
In view of the
afnount of money to l»e expended in
carrying out the plans of the com
mission the lack of interest of the
citizens of Knox county, and espe
daily of the towns of (Warren and
Thomaston, in tlie meeting was
amazing.
• * * *

Hiram A. Comstock
Friends ill Thomaston and Mt. V
non will lie saddened to learn of the
sudden death of Hiram A. Comstock
which occurred here July 6. at his
home. 56 IMain street.
Mr. Comstock was a liast master
of Vernon Valley Lodge. F.&A.M.. Mt
Vernon; past master of Mt. Vern
Grange, a member of Modern Wood
men of America and Order of Eastern
Star;
Henry
Knox Chapter of
Thomaston, and King Hiram Counei
of Rockland. He was a charter mem
ber of Mt. Vernon la,age. New Eng
land Order i f Protection of Portland
He was engaged in the carriage
business for many years in Portland
nnd Mt. Vernon, also fruit growin
and farming in the latter place
About ten years ago lie came to
Thomaston and held the cilice of in
structor in tlie blacksmith depart
ment at the State Prison until fail
ing in health u'bout a year ago he r •
tired.
He is survived by his w fe. MrAda P-. Cl instock, and three ilnugli
tei9—Mrs. Russell Turner. XI
Ar
thur Risteen and Nanina Ci
oci;

■ pf Thomaston; and one son
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“Amerind is a telescopic word
composed of the first syllables of
“America” and “Indian.” and is a
general term used to designate the
races of man who Inhabited the
New world before tlie arrival nf Eu
ropeans. It was suggested in 18!)!)
by Maj. J. W. Powell, director of
the bureau of American ethnology,
who advocated it as a convenient
substitute for the numerous awk
ward and Inappropriate terms ap
plied to the aborigines of America.
“Amerind" is pronounced “atn-erind,” with the accent on the first
syllable.
New Camphor Source

A native source for camphor, im
portant in both medicine and manu
facturing, has been discovered in
a species of wormwood that grows
on the sandy steppes of the gov
ernment of Astrakhan, Russia. An
oil extracted from this plant has
been subjected to experiments at
the Sartow experiment station, nnd
was found to yield a good quality
of camphor. The crystals differ
in their physical properties from
those of camphor obtained from
camphor trees, but chemically they
are identical with IL
Io Second Grade

Here are some answers a second
grade teacher received:
First question—When do we cel
ebrate Thanksgiving?
Charles answered—We celebrate
Thanksgiving on Christmas be
cause Washington was born.
Second question — What ls a
strait?
Billy answered—A strait is not
an isthmus, it is slanting; a strait
Is straight up.

Splendid Fossil of
Ancient Sea Terror
The fossiled skeleton of a teleosaurus, a terror of the seas of the
Jurassic period, 150,000,000 years
ago, is on exhibition at the Field
Museum of Natural History, Chi
cago. Tlie creature, a sea croco
dile about ten feet long, comes
from Wnrttemberg, Germany, and
was excavated near there from land
which was a sea bottom in prehis
toric times, when tliat part of Eu
rope was covered by water.
The fossil is unusual in that al
most every detail of tlie skeletonal
structure of the animal is intact
and sharply defined in the speci
men. Rows of sharp-pointed, viciouslooking teeth in the jaws Indicate
that the animal probably was car
nivorous, and that undoubtedly it
preyed upon lesser creatures of the
sea. The crocodile was protected
by strong plates altmg its back,
which acted as arqior. The bonea
of these plates are preserved in the
fossil.
The skull, the short front legs
and the longer hind ones and the
vertebrae are virtually complete.
Good and Bad Hawks ,

The biological survey of the
United States Department of Agri
culture points out that there are a
number of different species of
hawks, and the food habits of all
are not the same. Some prey al
most entirely upon small mammals,
such as mice, ground squirrels and
rabbits, whereas the food of others
consist chiefly of birds.
Tlie bird eaters should be killed
at every opportunity, according to
the survey, but it is equally impor
tant that the others be spared, for
tliey do a great deal of good in de
stroying small animal pests of the
farmer. The bird-eating hawks in
clude the Cooper hawk and the
sharp-shinned hawk, nnd these spe
cies prefer to capture their prey
by swift, fierce darts from the con
cealment of thick foliage.
Big Family
The stork had brought a new
baby girl to the family and father
cuni’e smiling tA the breakfast table
to announce to the four assembled
small ones, Sam, Sally, Lois and
David, tliat there was a tiny new
sister upstairs.
Four small, grave faces turned
to him, ns he said cheerfully: “Isn’t
it great to have five children? A
big family is so much more fun
than a small one. 1 don't believe
there Is a happier family anywhere
than ours.”
“There’s the orphans’ home," said
five-year-old Lois thoughtfully.
“Height of Land"

This Is another name for water
shed, water parting or divide, the
line of separation between the ba
sin of two adjacent rivers, lakes
or drainage valleys, from which
streams flow into opposite direc
tions. In Minnesota there Is a small
lake of this name, from which
streams find their way to the Red
River of the North nnd to tlie Mis
sissippi. Maps of northern On
tario also show the Height of Land,
marking the divide between rivers
flowing to the north and those flow
ing to the Great Lakes and St
Lawrence.
Dance to Health

Modern science Is getting hack to
some of tlie same beliefs tliat held
sway in primitive society. Particu
larly is this true in tlie matter of
physical and mental health, for
science now subscribes to tlie an
cient theory that physical exercise
leads to mental as well ns physical
health. The lively Italian folk
dance, called the Tarantella, date*
from tills period nnd derives Its
name from the fact that the care ct
spider bites wns generally beb-vei
to lie a wild dance unto exhaustion.
—James G. Dunton in the Dance
Magazine.

Throwing Sand in Eyes

Poor Man

The expression “Throwing sand
In their eyes" Is said to have had
Its origin in southern Siberia, where
tlie tribes depend for safety largely
on tlie tleetness of their horses.
Tlie land is very sandy ami the
method of repulsing on opponent
-was by means of a handful of sand
tossed nt him, with tlie result, if the
aim was good, of nt least tempo
rary bewilderment nnd blindness.

“A thorough gentleman, the most
polite man 1 ever met."
“Yes, Algernon. Jenkins was that.’’
“But he died unhappy, very un
happy.”
“So, Algernon, so?”
“Yes, lie wns afraid his relatives
would think his last gasp for breath
was n hiccup and lie wouldn't be
able to excuse himself."

Hornier marriage. Wesley C. Coinstock. a merchant in Rockland.
(Services will be held at the resi
dence at 9 o’clock Wednesday morn
ing. Interment will be til the family
lot in Vienna.

TIip Ladies Guild of the Episcopal
Church will hold its summer sale of
fancy articles, candy nnd cooked food
a ip the parish rooms July ID, 80-82

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
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Charming Dinner Gown

Advertisements In this column not to ex
ceed three lines inserted cnee (or 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Additions! lines 5 ceuts
etch for one time, 10 cents for three timeSix words make a line.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
*

For Sale

By NELLIE MAXWELL

FDR SALE—500 thousand ft. large hem
lock and pine on stump, also 200 cds hardwood
if wanted. Easy to market. .1. II. MOODY.
1 1 North .Main St. Rockland, Mt. Tel
82*i 4
1O14-M.

■n n i H-H inn mi hu h
Leisure misused, an idle
hour waiting to be employed,
Idle hands with no occupation,
Idle .and empty minds with
nothing to think of—those are
the main temptations t<> evil.
Fill up that empty void, em
ploy those vacant hours, oc
cupy those listless hands and
evil will depart because it has
no place to enter In, because
It is conquered by good.—
Dean Stanley.

FDR SALB—-One oak buffet 6 (Ullin*! room
chairs, 3 kitchen chairs, 1 rocker. 1”HDNE
21-M.
M*S4
FOR SALE—Complete furnishings of a
9-room house. Am leaving city and must
dispose of every article. Call at 13 GRANITE
ST.
82-84
FOR SALB OR TO LET -House In Dono
hue Court. If you can't give at least three
suitable references don’t apply. FREDERICK
V. WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel. 332-M.
82-84

Sandwich Filling*
SUBJECT that Is most Interest
ing for the outing season ls
A
sandwich making. The making of
sandwiches is an art, and we all
have felt when served with the de
lectable and colorful open sandwich
that it should be framed rather than
eaten.
Occasions on which sandwiches
are served decide what kind of
sandwiches will be appropriate. For
a full meal with a cup of coffee a
sandwich has an entirely different
character than one served for a
garden party or reception. For aft
ernoon tea sandwiches should be
dainty and attractive; the amount
of nourishment is not considered.
Bread for any variety of sand
wiches should be spread with
creamed butter before any filling is
added as it keeps the filling from
soaking into tlie bread.
Never melt butter for this pur
pose, but cream it with a wooden
spoon. Most sandwicbea may be
made and kept In the refrigerator
until the time needed. For pack
ing substantial sandwiches should
be wrapped in waxed paper to keep
them moist and uncrushed.
Sardine sandwiches are espe
cially good. Heap the creamed sar
dine on the center of the circle and
around it pipe lemon butter, lemon
juice added to the creamed butter.
Put this through any pastry tube,
using any design liked. A paper
cone filled with the piping mixture
may be used to good effect, if one
has no pastry bag or tubes.
There is no limit to the attrac
tive and artistic appearance of
sandwiches. Practice makes per
fect In tills art as in any other.
For putting away, pile on a plate
and wrap in a damp napkin. When
.erving sandwiches on a tray. giWnish the tray with a spray of waterress or sprig of parsley, a nastur
tium leaf or a clover blossom and

Lost and Found

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALK—1923 Model
tlon truck and 1923 Model
Graham truck.
Prices
K. & R. LIME COP. RTel.

til 3 ton Interna21 l’fc ton Dodgevery reasonable.
667.
81-83

FOR SALE To settle estate, the Hall prop
erty, Middle Street Hill, eleven room house,
new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set
tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. HALL
Castine, Maine.
81-tf

FOR SALE—De Laval cream separator,
practically new. 50Q pound »I iclty. Y. 6.
PETTKNGim Union. Me.. R. F. I>.
80*82

FOR SALE- .reen peas
Lake Ave. Tel. 183-R.

BOWDEN S.
81*83

FOR SALE—Refrigerator In good condition.
MRS. JAMES FISKE, 64 Mechanic St. Tel.
433-R.
81-83

FOR SALE—1927 Hodge sedan with origi
nal tires $400. With new. $150. CARLE
BROS., Camden. Me. Tel. 18-11 Lincolnville.
81*lt
FOR SALB—Eight room house at j Pine
80*85
St.. Thomaston. HATTIE ALLEN.
FOR SALE—Essex coach 1926 model, cheap.
Inquire at 34 PLEASANT ST. or phone 177-R.
81*83

FOR SALE—Two Jersey hulls, one 8
months, one 4 weeks. C. F. TAYLOR. Ten
ants Harbor.
82*84
FOR SALE—Danish ball head cabbage
plants. $2.50 per 1000. L. A. THURSTON.
81-83
Tel. 1159.

FOR BALE—Fifteen ft. power boat. 12 ft.
row boat, 15 ft double ender. Boats bought,
sold und traded. L. A. THURSTON. Tel.
1159.
81-83
FOR SALE—Six li. p. outboard motor, prac
tically new, for sale at a bargain. L. A
THURSTON. Tel. 1159.
81-83

LOOT Small skiff, painted gray.
Adrift Monday night. TFL. 101-M.

Went
82-lt

.LOST Boys’ bicycle, black with white and
green trimmings with carrier. Reward. BABIHDGK PHOTO S'H DIO. Rockland.
81*83
Irish terrier dog named Tim, wearing brown
leather harness. Finder please notify DR.
SHERMAN, South Thomaston. Tel. 5418 W
Reward.
82-81

FOUND— Broken bicycle, owner can have
same by proving property and paying for this
ad. CALL at 4 LLNDEN ST.
81*83

FOUND
DAVIS.

Kcytalner

at

FULLHK-COBR
81-lt

Wanted
WANTED Housekeeper in small family.
CLARENCE (I.’NE. Spucc Head.
82*81
WANT! B (Position doing housework bv
young woman with good experience. Write
’*X" care Courier-Gazette.
82*84
WANTED-—Position as housekeeper for
widower. Apply up stairs at 574 MAIN ST.
82*81

WANTED-—Roomers at the Foss House.
Airy rooms, comfortable beds, restaurant lu
building. 77 PARK ST. Tel. 710.
81-83
WANTED JB«»v or girl to do general kitchen
work at OWL’S HEAD INN. Tel. 385-1. 81-83
WANTED - Drcssmal ing. also dresses re
modeled, coats remodeled and relined. MRS.
C. M. IIAI*WORTH, 8 Fogg St.. Rockland. Tel.
803-M.
81*E3
WANTED-One male cat 8 months to 2
years, maltose color; 1 orange male or fe
male over 8 weeks. Must have good lung hair.
Y0MC8 hl.NNELS. T.l.
W.
81-83
WANTED Elderly man would like place to
work, good home more desired than wages.
BOX 277 Rockport. Me
80*82
WANTED- A capable all around eook with
special knowledge of salads and lobster.
Small woman. 30 to 35 preferred. Write to
PENOBS(N)T BAY CAMPS. Belfast.
80*82
WANTED Bov
for kitchen work at
THORNDIKE HOTEL.
79-tf
WANTED—Agents in Rockland and vicinity
to sell Christmas cards in $1.00 boxes con
taining 2i asserted cards; 56 per cent profit.
SARAH STONE STl DIOS, Bangor, Maine.
78-144
WANTED—Live poultry. Trucks call every
where. Top prices, spot cash. BLUEHILL
POULTRY CO., 312 Bluchill Ave., Boston.
M.t 78*83
WANTED Farms, houses, lake and shore
property to list. Have customers for farms
ml cottages in good locations. L. A. THURS
TON. Tel. 1159.
77-tf
WANTED—Fishing parties to lake wut.
Boat Calista D. Morrill. Apply S. T. AMES.
Rockland. Tel. 1070-W.
72*81

FOR SALB—Fifteen house lots, good loca
To Let
tion to be sold cheap, easy terms. L. A.
THURSTON.
81-83
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
FOR SALB—Square dining room table housekeeping: also rooms by day or week.
TOURING the p*st ye.M, the mode
in Warner Bret. Yitaplmuc oper
burner Florence oil stove. Mahogany table Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
82*84
etta, “The Desert Song/* is reen long bamboo flower stand, 2 small tables and
for cocktail jcckcSs b?.s t’c'-'clTO LET Rooms with kitchen privileges. J.
smoking
chair.
Apply
114
MAIN
ST..
Thom

wearing a dinner gown cf pale yeL aston.
oped ir.to the frankly tailored coat
82*34
81-83 C. MACKIE, Vinalhaven.
low chiffon. Sleeves harmonize with
rtjcct for more informal occasions.
TO LET Furnished
room at 109
FOR
SALB—
Pair
black
work
horses,
weight
♦he skirt. Jacket is in pale green. 2900, with harness, blankets, etc. Price rea PARK ST.
Myrua Ley, wuo docs effective work
82*84
sonable. W. R. FOSTER. 16 State St. City.
TO LET Furnished apartment on Oak St.
80-82 All modern improvements. Apply ERNEST
82-tf
No. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
FOR SALE—Perfection oil. stove. 4 burner C DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis,
good trade. Tel. 278-M. A. J. MURRAY. 51
TO LET—Three furnished light housekeep
Broadway.
8'i-h
ing rooms, with use of bath, at Bay View So.
82-84
’eaf.
FOR SALE—Farm wagon, dump cart, bay TEL. 459-J.
—OF THE—
rake, Buckeye mowing machine, plow and
TO LET Two room apartment for light
HEN cooking swiss chard
Irag. MRS. J. M. HARTFORD. Rot kjiort. Me.. housekeeping on Park street, new house, elec
cook the stems about ten min
Box 111. Highland Sq.
79*84 tric lights, gas, all modern, $6 per week.
utes in boiling salted water before
81-83
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls CALL 740.
adding the leaves. Cut the stents Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business June 29, 1929
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work
TO LET- Hous« of 5 rooms, bath, gas, elec
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL tric lights, corner of Mouth Main and Laurel
into sections before cooking. Cook
BESOUIU ES
TON. 54 Biewster St. Tel. 467-M.
66-tf Sts. Address A. W. DEAN, Box 281 Oak
In as little water as possible to re Ix>ana and discounts
$1,131,545 87
................
80-82
FOR SALE—Two-masted auxiliary motor Bluffa. Mass.
tain all the mineral matter. Serve O rerdra *t * ......................... —-................ ..................................................................
569 54
schooner 59x17x4 ft. 6 In draft. Deck hoist.
TO LET Modern tenement in Rankin block.
hot with butter and a dash of lemon United States Government securities owned .......................................... ................
222.166 26
Dead
weight
capaciy
45
ton,
speed
5.5
miles
Inquire ALICE MAfRRINER, business office of
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ....... ..................................................
!.:».1 MS 87
Juice.
per hour. For details see R. A. SNOW, care telephone company.
79-tf
Banking house ............................................... .........................
40.066 00
I. L. Snow Co.. Rockland, Me.
77*82
Chicken With Olives.—Melt one- Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank —.............. ................ ................... —
118 883 36
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage,
fourth of a cupful of butter and ('ash and due from hanks........................................................... -...................... —
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14: long available July 6. ETTA II. SANBORN. 80
121,508 97
13.184 94
$10 ; junks, $12: slabs fitted $8; also lumber Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
add one tablespoonful of chopped Outside checks and other cash Items .....................................................................
79-tf
7.500 00
lellvered.
T. .1. CARROLL Tel. 263-21
Redemption
fund
with
U.
8.
Treasurer
and
due
from
U.
H.
Treasurer
.
onion, one finely diced carrot and
TO LET - Five room flat with modcr inrP. 0. Thomaston.
66-tf
79 tf
provements
at
10
PLEASANT
ST.
brown slightly. Add four tnble
Total .......................................................................... ...........................
$3,669,363 81
FOR SALE—-Cabbage plants—Danish Ball
spoonfuls of flour, one cupful ot wa
TO LET—Tenement of H rooms and bath at
LIABILITIES
bead, Danish Round-head, Flat Dutch. Glory
ter and one and one-half cupTuls »f Capital stock paid In .................................................
of Knkhurzen, All-head Early, All Seasons, corner of Oak and Union Sts., June 1st. DR.
$156,060 00
56 tf
40c pfer 100; $3.00 per 1000. post paid. E. M W. II ARMSTRONG.
loo.ooo on
tomato Juice. Add salt, pepper, Surplus ........................»..... .........................«..............................................................
profits—net ................... ............... ..........................................................
THOMPSON, R. F. D. No. 3. Belfast. Me
TO LET—Unfurnished and furnished apart
160.6S3 77
and a bit of red pepper. Cut up one Undivided
Reserves for dividends, contingencies, etc.............................................................
Tel.
176-12.
"7-82
7,500 00
ments. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
chicken and dip in the flour and Reserves for In:• rest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and unpaid ....
17.458 72
FOR SALE—Fitted wood, $14 per cord
TO LEI'—Tenement, five rooms; electric
brown. Place in a casserole nnd Circulating notes outstanding .................................................................................
149.000 00
quality and measure guaranteed. Telephone lights, gas. flush toilet. Apply D. SHAFTER.
2.099 16
cover with the sauce. Add when Due to banks. Including certified and cashiers’ clucks outstanding ............
your order to 702 city, or drop a card to J. D 15 Rockland St.
66-tf
416.212 58
Demand deposits ...................................................................................... ..................
PEASE. Hope, Maine.
77-88
well cooked, one cupful of mush Time
2,590.531 58
TO LET Six room cottage nt Owl's Head
deposits ................................................... .......... «.................... .... ....................
rooms, and one-half cupful olives Bills payable and rediscounts .................................................................................
FOR SALE First quality fitted wood, $14
by the month or season. MRS. RUTH Mc97.5110 00
furnace junks. $12. delivered anywhere in BEATH WEAR. Tel. 649.
77-tf
finely cut.
Rockland
or
Rockport.
RALPH
P.
CONANT
$3,669,305
81
Total
_____
______
____________
..............
___
~
_______
___
_
____
_
___
Bread and Butter Pudding.—Re
TO LET- At 15 Summer St 4 room heated
Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
79-tf
fiat, gas. electricity, bath. After July 1st 3
move the crusts from a small loaf State of Maine, County of Knox. ss.
FOR
SALE- New
Brunswick
Cabinet room furnished flat, gas, electricity, bath,
of baker’s bread and cut Into hallI. Joseph Emery. Cashier of t’«p above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A heal. On Camden St. after July 1st. to adult
inch slices, spread each slice with statement is true to the best of n. .. . ...edge and belief.
bargain at less than half price. Phone 960-W. family 10 room house, furnace, hath, elec
JDS. EMERY. Cashier.
39 CRESCENT ST. between 5 and 7 p. m.
butter and arrange in n pudding
tricity. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 318 It
72*tf
76-tf
buttered side down. Beat three
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of July, 1929.
[SealJ
SIDNEY
U.
P1EUCK,
Notary
Public.
FOR
SALE
—
The
Lena
Thorndike
house
at
TO LET—Four-lmoni apartment in excel
eggs slightly, add one-half cupful of
Spruce Head. For information call FRED A. lent condition ; garage if desired. Adults only.
Correct—Attest:
sugar, one-fourth teaspoonful of
THORNDIKE. Tel. 1006-W.
72-83 28 Pacific St., C. A. EMERY. TeU. .518-M.
JKHMER E. ROBINSON
salt and one quart of milk. Pour
75-tf
WILLIAM T COBB
FOR SALE -Flue roomy house, shed ami 436-M.
over the bread and let stand thirty
EDWARD F. GLOVER
barn connected, centrally located on State
TO LET—Northern half of Crockett Baby
minutes. Bake one hour In a slow
Directors road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood Shop, in heart of business section. Apply
floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, storm- ( ROCKETT BABY SHOP.
oven, covering the first half hour
73-tf
windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
of baking. Serve witli hard sauce.
TO LET—Five room apartment, modem, on
hand if desired. Can be bought at a bargain
Talbot
Ave.,
first
class.
Apply
81
SUMMER
Potato Croquettes. Spanish Style.
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
for cash, or oiwasy terms, If preferred. In
70 tf
—Put hot potatoes through a a-irer,
quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston: ST. Tel. 551-W.
‘hone Rockland 387-21.
72-tf
TO LET Apartment In The Bicknell. Main
and to two cupfuls add two tableFOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50; St. Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH. 16 Lincoln St.
spoonfuls of butter, the yolks of
69-tf
—GF THE—
stove length, $8 per cord ; also building lum T. ’ Ml
two eggs slightly beaten and two
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
TO LET—New store 22^x^ ft.. $40 per
tablespoonfuls nf canned pimento
68-tf month, with or without lease. V. F. STUDLEY,
put through a sieve. Season with
69-tf
FOR SALE- Good shore lot, 135x290 ft., M Park St.
salt nnd pepper. Shape, dip Into Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business June 29, 1929 with artesian well, at Ash Point. N. A. FOGG. TO LET Two room apartment, kitchenette
egg crumbs and fry In deep fat.
Rockland. Me.
66-tf and bath. Apply CUTLER COOK CO.. Rock
RESOURCES
69-tf
Velvet Sherbet.—Take the Juice
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one land.
$788,160 41
Loans and discounts .............................................
stake body, also 15 ft. double ender. copper
of three lemons, two cupfuls of Overdrafts
* .............. . .......
TO LCT- Furnished apartment on Orove
................................................................
121 83
fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime St . St . modern. COBB & DAVIS.
69 tf
sugar qr a little less, add to one United States Government securities ownc'l ....
102.174 4 1
Rockland.
81-tf
1,785.660 66
quart of rich milk, add a pinch of Other bonds, stocks, and .‘ccuritles owned.......
20.000 t»0
FOR SALE—30 ft. cabin cruiser, perfect
House .................................. ..................
salt and freeze. The mixture will Banking
91 It 34
Reserve witli Federal R» • rvc Bank .................
condition, fully equipped, 12 h. p. Hubbard Summer Cottages and Board
curdle when blended, but will freeze ('a»li and due from banks ...................................
80.6.S 11
engine. Ideal family craft, copper riveted. S.
as smooth ns velvet. Freeze as Redemption fund with 1. S. Treasurer and <lue from 1 S Treasurer ....
4.. 0 on
M. DUNCAN, 602 Main St.. Rockland.
66-tf
If you have a cottage to lei or desire sum
Other assets ................ -........ ................................
97* 37
usual.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick mer boarders advertise the fact in this pa
per where thousands will read of It
I®. 1*18, Weitern Newspaper Union. I
nesses.
Small
lots
five
cents
font
planed
two
$2 871.208 13
Total ..................................................................
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
FOR SALE 22 acres on shore Lermond’s
STATE OF MAINE
LIABILITI^
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber •Bond, good sandy shore for bathing and boat
$100,000 oo
.....................
Capital stock paid In .......................................
Knox. ss.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 1'7-U. 6«-t.f ing. Bargain. M. It. MILLER. East Union.
.......... ..................
100.000 00
Surplus
82*84
REAL ESTATE
Undhided profits net . ........................................
59.6 72 »»K
The E. B. Sleeper place at head of Cedar
POR SALE OR TO LET At Megunticook
5.000 00
In said County of Knox, on the recond Tues Resertes for dividends, contingencies, etc.
St.
;
10
acres
of
nice
land,
very
nice
house
of
Lake. 1-room cottage furnished, boat and
day of September, A. D.. 1929:
Reserves for Interest, tav-s. and other expen ses accrued and unpaid ........
13.520 26
84.600 oo
Respectfully represents Raymond M. (Jib- (*lr«’idating notes outstanding ..............................
-10 rooms,
, all modern,
, * . „large barn and „house i P«rage, 3 lots of land, reasonable price,
fnr 1.5 hens, electric lljlits In all buiidlnire ; A,H K pKUn*\. Camden.
H2-87
15 00
son of Rockland, in said County of Knox Due to batiks, ind idiug certified and cashiers’ checks outstanding ..............
apple and pear trees, blackberries and aspara
that he was lawfully married to Margery V Demand deposits ...................................................
298.390 68
TO LET Furnished 5-room summer cot
gus.
This
place
is
offered
at
a
bargain.
Come
Butters of Corlnna, Maine. October 4. 1924, Time deposits ............ . ...........................................
2,212.800 91
tage. Inquire OWL'S HEAD INN. Tel. 385-4.
and see It.
at Newport, Maine, by the Reverend John
81-83
The late Edward F. Levensaler farm In
$2,871,208 13
W. Reynolds, an ordained minister of the
Total
Waldoboro.
This
Is
a
fine
farm.
Hen
houses
TO LET B.v week or month. 1-room cot
gospel, and duly qualified to solemnize mar
for
500
hens.
tage, screened piazza, beat'. Ice. garage, at
riages in the State of Maine:
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss :
The Clarence F. Benner place, better known reasonable price. H. I. HOLT. Camden. Tel,
I. E. F. Berry, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above state
Tliat on the first day of January. 1926
as the Edward O'Brien place, Thomaston, Upper Megunticook. Can be bought at a
said libelee utterly deserted your libellant ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Main St.. Route 1. It has 13-room house, 87*6.
E. F. BERRY. Collier.
81*86
without reasonable cause and has continued
all furnished, used for tourist rentals: big
said desertion for three consecutive years
FOR SALB—Nice new shore cottage near
garage and two acres of land, providing
Subscribed and sworn to before ni* this 5th day of July. 1929.
next prior to the filing of this libel.
Rockland,
furnished,
cliarmkig
view
bath
ideal spot for tourist camps. It will be sold
JOS EMERY. Notary Public.
And your libelant further alleges that the
ing. boating, always cool. Good neighbors.
complete with furniture.
residence of said libelee Is unknown to your
[SealJ
Correct—Attest:
Must be sold at once, and will go at a bargain.
L. W BENNER
libelant, and cannot be ascertained by reason
’
J. N. SOUTHARD
2 Lafayette Sq., Rockland, Me.
76-82 Investlgat and make an offer. H. L. STE
able diligence.
A. S BAKER
VENS. 192 Limerock St.. Roeklaid.
79 tf
Wherefore your libelant prays that a di
FOR SALE Homestead premises of the
CHAS. T. SMALLEY
TO LET—Crescent Beach cottage, six rooms,
vorce from the bonds of matrimony between
late George W. Robinson, with double lot,
himself and the said libelee may be decreed.
Knox St.. Thomaston. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 running water, electric lights. Inquire of
Dated at Rockland, Maine, tills 15th day
School St., Rockland. Tel. 356-M.
76-tf MRS. ALBERTA ROSE, 26 Clarendon St..
Rockland, Maine.
79-tf
of June, A. D., 1929.
RAYMOND M. GIBSON
TO LET—Cottage at Pleasant Beach, day.
STATE OF MAINE
Miscellaneous
week or month. Apply B. J. PHILBROOK
lvnox. ss
June 15, A. D., 1929
632 Main St.
76-82
Personally appeared the above named Ray
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer T
TO LET At 'Megunticook Imke, 8-room cot
mond M. Gibson, libelant, and made oath
will he at my Rockland office Fridays and tage
screened porch, electric lights. In
that the foregoing allegation as to the rest
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. .1. H. quire with
MILDRED RYAN, Fuller-Cobo-Davis,
deuce of the libelee Is true.
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
79-tf Rockland.
77-82
Before me,
NOTICE—The regular quarterly meeting of
FRANK B MILLER
TO I KT— At 4'rescent Bench delightful ootthe It. & R. Relief Association will be held ;’»ge(all modern, July 1 lo Ju[y 15 and Aug. 1
Justice of the Peace
On Your Own Signature
at tlie Northend Dispensary Monday evening to end of season, directly on waterfront. Tel.
STATE OF MAINE
July 8, 1929, at 7.30 o’clock.
80-81 509-J or write MRS. A. H. FH-^DS, Crescent
[Seal]
Knox, ss.
76-tf
CLASA FOR BEGINNERS in elocution. Beach. Rockland, Me.
Clerk's Office, Supreme Judicial Court
Call DAURICE PLUMMER 911-W. Rockland.
FOR SALE - Very attractive modern cottage
in Vacation
78*88 nt Ingraham Hill. Bath lights, city water, rock
Rockland, June 21 A. D., 1929.
BEFORE BUYINti THAT PLAC E get mv fireplace.
Inquire at CROCKOTTS BABY
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered. Tliat the
No
Endorsers
—
No
Red
Tane
•
73-tf
long
list
:
city,
village
country,
shore
prop SHOP.
Libellant give notice to said Margery V,
erty. II. L. STEVENS, 192 Limerock St..
Gibson to appear before our Supreme Judicial
FOR SALE—Shore property at CoopWs
Rockland.
77-tf
Court, to be bolden at Rockland, within and
Beach. CORA E. I’WRY. 69 Beech St., Rock
Interest As Fixed By Statute
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
74-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the land.
day of September A. D. 1929 b.v publishing an
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
TO LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond,
attested copy of said Libel, and this order I
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
66-tf good
bathing,
boating,
fishing,
etc.
WrUg
for
thereon, three weeks successively in The j
(JKXERAL TRI CKING. E W. FARMER. 11 particulars. WILLIAM SANSOM, Rockland.
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rock
Lime
St.,
Rockland.
Tel.
1060-M.
68-tf
69-tf
land in our County of Knox, the last puhllcation to be thirty days at least prior to said
WAX YOUR FLOORS with our Johnsen
TO LET- Cottage at Crescent Beach, run
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
second Tuesday of September next, tliat she I
eleetrio floor waxer, $1.00 per day. Tel. 791. ning Water, flush toilet, lieatw.
Apply
may there and then in our sai<l court appear,
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St., Rock PERRYS MARKET.___________________ 61-tf
and show cause, if any she have, why the
land.
56-tf | TO LET—Modern cottage at Ingraham Hill:
Telephone 675-W
prayer of said Libellant should not be grant
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and bath, electric lights, city water, otitslde slcep52-tf
ed.
! repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St. Ing porch. Inquire at CROCKETT'S BABY
H ERE B. DKASY
I Tel. 10KI.
66-tf SHOP. 393 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
66-tf
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
WHEN IN BOSTON-Rfm-mhiT inm yn,1 FARMS. COVSTRY HOMES. CdTTAHKS
[Scull
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with and estates: up-to-date property. In the garA true copy of the Libel end Order of the
I the home news, at the Old South News den spot of Maine—Penohs. ot Bay. Write
Court thereon.
Agency, Washington St., ntjxt Old South us what you want. QtlltlN J. DICKEY, BslAttest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
fast, Me.
OO-tf
VUurvli.

W

Myrna Loy

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

LOANS
Up To $300.00

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION

Cauricr-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Every-Other-Day
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen and Mr. |
and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd leave to
day for Bretton Woods, N. H., where
jthey w’ill attend an insurance conivention convening at the Mt. Wash
ington House. They will be accom
panied by Hervey Jr. and Robert
Allen, who will enter Camp (William
llinds (Boy Scout) at Raymond for
the summer.

VINAL-CLARK

STARS AT LAKEWOOD NEXT WEEK
•
:

In addition to personal notes recording de
W. Oliver Rollins, who has employ
partures and arrivals, thia department espe
The Mission Circle of the Uni
cially desires Information of social happen ment with J. C. Bailey Co., wholesale versalis* Church will meet with Mrs.
ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by radio dealers of Boston, spent the
mall or telpphone will be gladly received.
holidays with his parents, returning Cora Williams at the Johnson cottage

TELEPHONE .......................................... . 770 Sunday by auto.

Mrs. Walter H. Horton of 119 WHlets avenue, New London, Conn., and
Mrs. Addle 'Wilcox of Sterling Place,
Brooklyn. N. Y., are guests o-f Mrs.
Annie O’Brien.

Opportunity Class will meet in the
Baptist parlors Thursday evening at

7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Did ion (Lent
Crockett) of Dedham, Mass., with
friends were in the city Saturday on a
motor trip to Bar Harbor thence to
New York State for two or three
weeks.
Miss Hazel Kellar of Cambridge,
Mass., was a visitor in the city Sat

urday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Clements who
have been spending a few days at the
Dtonald Karl cdttage, Megunticook
Lake returned Sunday to their home
in Lowell.

Mr. and Mrs. John ,*Wit ham of
North Troy, Vt., were visitors in the
city Saturday.
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Crescent Beach. Wednesday. Mem
bers will take dishes and silver.

Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose AfOlvin and
M rs. IL Kinsley Draper of Canton, I
children who have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Davis in North Sau Mass., is visiting her Dormer Rock
gus, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fuller in land home.
Lynn, Mass., returned home Satur
The family of Carl H. Sonntag, con
day. They were accompanied to this
city by Mrs. Fuller and children who sulting engineer at the cement plant.
will be their guests for two weeks. ,arrived D’om Cleveland the last of
They came in Mrs. Fuller’s car.
Ithc "eok. The Sonntags have leased
----I a cottage at Crescent Beach for the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson who season.
were guests over the holiday and I
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Jones.
'Mr. and Mrs. James F. Mac*
i Warren street, have returned to their J Marius were guests over 'Sunday of i
home in Avon, Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hawker at their
China Lake cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Barter and Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Barter of Hartford,
Robert Wallis of Beveriy, Mass., is
Conn., were guests of Mr. and Mis. th^
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Mary E.
Charles Barter at The Highlands and mA ser.
other relatives over the holiday and
weekend.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peters Church will meet Thursday
Clarence Marshall of Whitinsville, at 7.30 p. m.. Matters of importance
Mass., is the guest of his sister, Mrs. 1 are to be discussed, and a report from
A. E. Orff, Ocean street.
the delegate to the annual meeting of
the Maine Branch of the Woman's
R. V. Stevenson and daughter, Miss Auxiliary recenty held at St. (Saviour's
Esther Stevenson, motored to Ban- church. Bar Harbor, will be given,
gor yesterday for the day.

IMrs. H. M. Bates has joined her
Mrs. David Talbot and Mrs. Elonia
Charles S. Sacker who has been
husband in Pittsburg, W. V., after a
Tuttle
are
entertaining
the
Tuesday
visiting relatives at the Meadows,
visit with her mother, Mrs. A. M.
returned Saturday night to New Club at luncheon and cards at Hill de Cost.
top
Inn
today.
York.
Supt nnd Mrs. E. L. Toner and
Mr and Mrs. Fred O. Fiske have Master Charles arrived home Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bird of Gar
returned to their home in Whitins day from two weeks’ vacation ^t Jor
diner were visitors in the city Sat
ville, Mass., after a visit wi.th Mrs. dan Camps near Fryeburg.
urday.
Amos Fiske, Ingraham Hill.
The “hello girls” of the local tele
Lewis Herzog and family of New
A. F. Wisner spent the holiday and
York were in the city Saturday on weekend at his Rockland home. He phone office tendered a miscellaneous
shower Saturday evening to one of
their way to North Haven, for their
left Sunday for Worcester, Mass., their popular associates, Miss Marion
annual summer sojourn.
where he has employment.
Clark, whose marriage to William
Vinal of Thomaston took place yes
E. S. Healey of St. Louis is occupy
Lewis Clark who is attending sum terday. Many gifts of linen,, glass,
ing the Cobb cottage at Cooper's mer school at the University of etc., were received, andi the (girls
Beach.
Maine was the weekend guest of his clubbing together presented her with
brother, R. U. Clark, Broadway.
an electric toaster and an electric
J. H. Boynton and family of Lex
flatiron. Ice cream and fancy cookies
ington. iMass., are at Crescent Beach,
Margaret Dunton is in Northeast were served.
where they have a new cottage un- J Harbor the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
der construction.
! Frank Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of Cam
Frank T. Pearson of Hartford,; Mrs. U. S. Gusliee of Portland is the den motored to Augusta Sunday
Conn., is spending the summer in guest of her daughter, Mrs. E. C. where they were guests of relatives
Rockland and vicinity.
at the Wentworth cottage on Lake
Moran, Jr., Chestnut street.
Cobbosseecontee.
Mrs. John Connelly of Augusta was
^jr an(j ^jrs Hiram Dolli ver and
P. P. Bicknell and family of The
the guest last week of Mrs. Anastasia daUghler Betty Ruth of Swan’s Island
Hannon.
| are guestB of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. j Highlands are occupying their cot
tage
at Alfords Lake for two weeks.
' Dolliver, Limerock street.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Opportunity Class meets Thursday
for business only, Thursday evening,
Harry lYldClure cf iS. S. Hawaiian
at Grand Army hall.
is spending a fortnight’s vacation as evening at the First Baptist parlors,
guest of his sister Gladys, North with Mrs. Charles Small and Mrs
Lillian Joyce as hostesses.
Robert Chandler of Auburn, Miss Main street.
Ruth Daggett of Waterville, and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight have
Helen Merrick of Augusta, were
Mrs. Maxine (Mears of Somerville,
weekend guests of Horace P. Maxey. Mass., is spending her summer vaca- arrived from Washington. D. C., and
opened their home on Claremont
with IMr. and Mrs. Boynton
Daniel T. Randall of Roslindalc, Shadie.
Mass., was a weekend guest of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morse and son
Elizabeth Mills, Cedar street.
Victor Leonard who was the guest Sterling are occupying their cottage
of Miss Amber Elw’ell over the week at Crescent Beach for the summer.
George W. Hyler of Rockport was end. has returned tu his home in
the guest Sunday ot his daughter, I Somerville Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gabel left Fri
Miss Doris Hyler.
day for their home in Malden, Mass.,
The 'benefit whist given under the a(ter br)ng guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. L. D. Albee and son George of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., are visiting auspices of the Auxiliary of the Sons Albra perry at The Highlands,
of Union Veterans last evening
friends in Belfast and Bernard for a
brought out enough contestants to
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy and
few days.
occupy 11 tables, honors falling to their guest Mrs. E. Vere Powers of
,,
,, ,
. ,
i -Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Miss Iluth Baltimore, left yesterday for a mo
.
M
Ollanehard. Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. tor trip to St. Stephens, X. B., the
1
- S h‘‘Ken’i
Jennie Curlis -'lrs- AI1'*
Pomeroy, former home
Mildred Gillette jUCfescent Beach. , „ry Mis Evj(?
Mrg A1(He

■

I
'
,
1
j

An attractive wedding took place
last evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Georg'' B. Clark, Bwadway,
when their younger daughter, Marian
Frances, became the bride of William
I. Vinal of Thomaston. A profusion
of garden flowers was tastefully ar
ranged throughout the house. Rev.
\V. S. Rounds, pastor of the Congre
gational
Church,
officiated,
the
double ring service being used. The'
only guests were relatives of the
bride and groom and a few very close
friends.
The bride who was prettily gowned
in a blue georgette ensemble, with
contrasting embroidery, blue shoes
and stockings, carried pink roses. J
She was attended by her sister, Miss:
Ruth M. Clark, as maid of honor, who
wore rose beige georgette.
The •
groomsman was Dana Stone cf

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

TROUSERS for MEN

White Duck . . $1.50
White Flannel . $9.00
In Our Street Floor Coat Dept.

Thomaston.

, An informal reception followed the J
'ceremony, refreshments being served
by four of the bride s most intimate
friends, Mrs. Seymour Cameron, •
Miss Edna Gregory, Miss May Johns
ton and Miss Estelle Hall.
After a short wedding trip, the
d stinath n of which was not di
vulged, thc young couple will he at
home at 27 llylcr street, Thomaston,
i where an apartment is all furnished
! and waiting for them. A large numi her of wedding gifts, included money,
glassware, linen, china, silver and .
! furniture.
I
I 'flic bride, a graduate of Rockland (
High School, class of 1927, has lately j
been employed in the local office of i
th New England Telephone & Tele. graph Co., completing her duties
there only last Saturday. Mr. Vinal,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vinal
of Thomaston is a graduate of the
Adelyn Bushnell, Knox County’s favorite daughter, will carry the stellar
Thomaston High School, class of
role in “Dulcy” at Lakewood Theatre next week. She staged the delicious
1926, and is employed by the Gray
comedy in this city recently for the Forty Club and there is certain to be a
large Knox County delegation to see her in the title rcle, supported by the Boats.
Both the young people are extreme
famous Lakewood Players.
ly popular and a host of good wishes
and congratulations follow them into
I Mr. and Mrs. Albra Perry were their new home and new life.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Morse at Crescent Beach.
CROWN-SIMPSON

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

FOR YOUR SUNDAY
DINNER
USE

Tel. 372-11. Work by Appointment

Eva T. Gould Beautician

“ISLAND HOME”
Brand Canned
Finnan Hadd’e

Specializing in
FACIALS and OIL SHAMPOOS

Packed by

E. G. CARVER

Security Trust Co. Building
Rockpcrt, Maine

VINALHAVEN, ME.

M0V1EJ

(Carlyle U. Brown and M ss Ruth
Misses Corice Thomas Margaret
Snow, Dorothy Snow and Marian
mi.ua I. 'innpson were married! at
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall Richardson motored to Salisbury St. Peter’s Church at 6.39 this morn
will be seen today for the last time Cove Wednesday, accompanied by ing b.v the rector. Rev. Ernest O.
in “Children of the Ritz,” a sound ^Nss Frances 'Snow who is employe<1 Kenyon. The couple were unattendpicture.
there in secretarial work fur the j od, and the only guests were thc imA man-hunting woman in the land summer.
1 mediate relatives of the eou-ple. The
of man-eating lions is the central
----i newb-weds left fur Quebec on their
figure in the plot of “A Dan- ' Elmer Thompson of West Point J honeymoon tour, returning from
gerous W oman.”
Paramount all- Military Academy, George Eastlack, which they will reside at 16 Grace
talking picture which comes to the jack Taylor, Charles Doherty. Jr.. i street. '1 he bridegroom is a mernPark Theatre Wednesday, next.
, an(j c. m. Doherty of Carney’s Point, ! her of the Rockland letter carrier
Baclanova, the dynamic Russian {x. J., were guests of Mrs. C. M ! force, and has been in Uncle Sam’s
actress, who was last seen and heajd Doherty over the weekend.
The | employ the past nine years, being
! very popular with the patrons of his
in the George Bancroft success, “The party returned by motor Sunday.
route. He is also a past eminent
Wolf of Wall Street” plays the title i
___
} commander of -C’aremont Commandrole in this tale of three white men i
and one white woman in the jungle 1 Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton of The 1 cry, K. T. Thc bride is an attractive
Highlands and Mr. and Mrs. John member of the younger set.
region of Africa East of the Congo.
The story has a gripping plot in Hanson of Portland motored to Bar
which Baclanova tangles the roman Harbor Sunday, via Bangor.
tic yearnings of the men into twisted
disappointments amidst the mystic
Mrs. Ida Willis and Leslie Willis of
background of the steaming, matted Bangor and Miss Thelma Murray of
jungle with its native tribesmen and Brewer were guests Sunday of Mr.
weird, aborigin.il dances.
and Mrs. C. E. Goulding, Pacific
Splendid support is given by Clive street.
Brook, Neil Hamilton and Leslie
R. C. A. RADIOLAS
i
Fenton as the white rperesentatives
VICTROLAS,
PIANOS
I
Mrs.
Charles
Murray
and
daugh

of the British government in this*
strange little out-post of civilization. ter Gwendolyn of Bangor were week
E.
A large personnel of Negroes is cast' end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in the picture to furnish the tribal at Goulding, Pacific street.
RECORDS, SHEET MUSIC
mosphere.
Tlie strange universal language of i Mrs. Ernest C. Nickerson while
Authorized Dealers
the dark continent, “Swahili” is used having vacation from the Fullerthroughout the film sequences, the Cobb-Davis store is entertaining her j
entire cast having studied the lan three daughters, Mrs. Albert Osgood
guage for several weeks, previous to and Mrs. Earl Calder of Vinalhaven
the camera and sound recordings of and Mrs. Ira N. Ross and the lattei s i
the production. It is the first time daughter Lois of Nova Scotia. This
“Swahili” has ever been reproduced family party goes Wednesday to
on the audible screen.—adv.
Vinalhaven where it will be enter- .
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tained by Mrs. Osgood and Mrs.
74-tf
Calder.

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE

PARK THEATRE

Johnson
Outboard

For a limited time with every suit order
A SAVING OF FROM $8.00 TO $12.00
ON A MADE TO MEASURE SUIT
Twice each year the International Tailoring Co. have
an Extra Trousers Free Sale
'Now Is the Time
A Cleanup of Woolens

C. A.

HAMILTON
ROCKLAND. ME.

442 MAIN STREET

82-S3

1

£

WILL-STROLL-IN
FILLING STATION

Jdotors |

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY

WALKER’S CORNER, THOMASTON

REFRESHMENTS
REST ROOMS
FRANKFORTS, SODA, ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES, COFFEE, CONFECTIONERY
COOKED FOOD
FANCY WORK
A. K. WILSON, Prop.

TEL. 93 3

usicvJ

STRAND THEATRE

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

“The Trial of Mary Dugan” with
Norma Shearer. <100% talking pic
Miss Ruth CoWb of St. Louis, who ture, will be shown at the Strand
has a cottage at Crescent Beach, is Theatre the last time today.
Chinese love scenes can’t be made
on a week's visit in Montreal with
in American pictures—because it's
M is« Hida George of Thomaston.
too hard on the makeup. For th*'
IMr. and Mrs. Clarence R. Wood'Chinese, instead of kissing, rub
(formerly Elonia 'Searles of Rock-1 noses, and such a procedure takes oft
land) of Worcester. Mass., are making
‘he greasepaint in e'.ose-ups
a brief visit with ,Mr. and Mrs. Ken- | So says Tod Browning, who dlrectdrick Searles. Limerock street. They <hl Lon Chaney's new Metro-Goldhave Ibeen at Moosehead Bake on a wyn-Mayer picture. "Where East I
tishing trip
lEast,” a vivid sound synchronized
___
drama of the Siamese jungles coming
Mrs. Alfred Lord and son Lawrence Wednesday and Thursday. Conse
nt Bay View Square have returned fluently he deleted all love scene,
from a two weeks' visit in New a"10"R tl’e Chl"t‘se “to"' T1,e
r.
, ,
.picture
is sflvage
a spectacular
Brunswick
and. cv
Bastera 'Maine.
|gtory wkh
wl)(J hpagtsmysteu
ag we,.

..
.....
,
. tor|. Mrs. Ernest Campbell, Mrs. I. J.
Mr and Mrs Uewelyn Gillman and shuman Mrg pe
Damon and
son Harold, and'ilrs. F. O. Buxton of Mi> Tb( mas McKinne}..
Old Town are guests of Mrs. Lizzie
Melvin, Pacific street.
Mrs. Eoa P. Grimes entertained
several ladies at lunchion yesterday
Esther M. and Gladys F. Chapman at Crescent Beach Inn in honor of
will leave Philadelphia tomorrow, Mrs. W. A. Healey of Springfield,
arriving In Rockland Thursday on Mass., and Mrs. Alice Fenner of Pasa
the New York express to spend the dena. Calif.
summer with their grandmother, Mrs.
Martha Koster, Broad street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter and
daugliter Miss Rachel Porter are enThe first dahlia„ of the season
to
, ...
route from their home in Kellogg,
reach the desk of the floral editor ,da|)0 to ,{ockland wberc tbev will
came from Edward R. Brocks gar- be gufsts ot Mrs. Amos Fiske, ingraden, State street.
! j,am mu. They are motoring leisurely. and are not expected here for
as human actors. Grim in its drama,
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton and severaj days yet.
Miss Mary McCloskey, formerly of tense in its emotionalism, it is one
children Robert and Margaret were |
*
___
this city, now of Boston, is spending of the most fascinating stories
In Salisbury Cove Sunday where they
Mrs c M Whittier who spent the
forthight here, guest of Miss Chaney has ever done and presents (
attended the golden wedding of Mr. „.lntei. ln tbe Soutb mak|ng a v|sit Gladys Grant. Fulton street.
him in an entirely new make-up
Dunton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. in Ashville, X. C„ on her way north,
,
„ ..... Iguise. The big climax comes when.
Walter H. Dunton.
has Just arrived from Chicago, where
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Martelle
ed Qn by a rllthl(,8s wolnan. he is
she attended the graduation of her who have been guests of Mrs. James forcp(J t() choosp between death and
Mr .and Mrs. R. U. Clark and ehil- son. Dr. Stanley Whittier, from -the French the past month, have returned ])ig cbild-s happiness.—adv.
dren went Sunday to Xorthport : University of Illinois, and will spend to their home in Barre, Vt.
where they will occupy the Rockland the summer at Mrs. Annie Lothrop's
, W. A. McLain and family of Boscottage for the week while Mr. Clark Grace street
•Mr. and Mrs. Guy Linnekin of ,on werc holiday guests of Mr.
ls vacationing from the store of J. F.
Newton Centre. Mass.,' were In the ^lln's mother, Talbot avenue,
Gregory Son3 Co.
Members of tlie Breakfast Bridge city today, on a motor trip which
Club had luncheon and cards al Hill takes them into Xorthern Maine.
Mlssrs Mvra and Winifred Fitch
Mrs. Annie Douglass is in Camden Top |nn Warren, yesterday.
of Worcester, Mass., are occupying
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ben
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
X.
Benner
and
the McBeath cottage at Owl's Head.
jamin Burkett.
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and children Winfield and Leatrice were
Master Charles motored to Freeport weekend guests of Mrs. E. G. Weston,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of
“Billy” Cross returns tonight from yesterday for the day.
Thomaston.
Medford Hillside, Mass., who have
a weekend'visit with Mr. and Mrs.
been in the city the past week, return |
Kenneth Spear, Alford's Lake.
A jolly picnic party at Owl's Head
Miss Aina Davis of Belfast lias re
the Fourth was composed of Mr. and turned home after being the guest home tomorrow.
Mrs. Addison Stiles of Augusta is Mrs. Raymond Watts. Miss Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Soper and
the guest of her parents, Mr. ?nd Mrs. Stevens, Miss Ida Stevens, Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory at
Herbert Kalloeh, Amesbury street, Mrs. Gilman Seabury, Mr. and Mrs. The Highlands over the Fourth and nephew Darrell Seavey. were week
the
weekend.
end guests of Mrs. Ellen It. Hall. Pine
wlille Mr. Stiles is in Boston. Spring- Ralph Tripp of Thomaston. Mr. and
street. They were on their way from
field and Xew York on business.
Mrs. L. E. Frost and son Sherwood,
Mrs.
Rose Davis, Miss Lena Sherman's Mills to their home in
and Miss Pearl Borgerson.
Weaver
and
Miss
Louise
Webber
of
Whitman, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdlne
Belfast were guests Sunday of Mr.
and children are in Plainfield. X. J.,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Wolfe and
and Mrs. William Gregory at The
H. I,. Keach and daughter Marion
where they are guests of Mrs. Ken- son and nurse sailed Saturday on
Highlands.
of Buckland. Mass., are in the city
derdine's parents, for thc month of tlie Rerengaria after an extended Eu
for an indefinite stay.
ropean trip. They expect to arrive
July.
Master Jimmy Wentworth ls the
on Saturday of this week and will
guest
of
his
grandparents
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Farnham and
Mrs. K IS. Bird, Mrs. Annie Sim come directly to Rockland to occupy Mrs. G. L. Wentworth in Denmark.
daughter of Rochester, X. It., were
mons. Mrs. Jennie Bird and Mrs. their sifhimer home at Glencove for
visitors in the city last week.
Vina Ulmer have returned from a tile remainder of the season.
Mrs Aaron Maxey who has been
motor trip through Aroostook Coun
making
an
extended
visit
with
rela

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard,
Mrs. Annie Douglas has been
ty. which extended to Van Buren and
tives in Itockland and vicinity left
Grand Falls, then across the line into daughter Irviila and son Richard, Mr. Friday for Lynn, Mass, where she spending the weekend with her
St. John, X. B. The cathedral at and Mrs. George St. Clair, and Mr. will be with her daughter, Mrs. Rich daughter. Mrs. Benjamin Burkett, in
Canid n.
Fredcrleton was visited and a night and Mrs. FrCd Leach and daughter ard McElligott.
was spent in Woodstock. The trip Virginia motored to Freeport Sun
Robert St. Clair. Raymond Dow of
home was made by the way of Calais day where they attended a family
Mls, Elilabetll Morrow, who is
gathering at the home of Mr. and (..kwI,|ng bouse" at the Dwight W. Owls Head. Donald Gross and Leon
and Ellsworth.
Mrs. Irving Pettlngell. Dinner was jjorrow summer home in Xorth Blood of Stonington and Charles
We still have a few coats left that ! s rved out of doors under the trees, Haven, nnd incidentally 'entertain Dyer of this city, members of tlie
we are selling for $10.00 each. E. B. Other guests, were Mr. and Mrs. W. ing a happy group of girl friends, was new of tlie se.alli p boat Madeline and |
Hastings & Co.—adv.
| A. Holman of Portland. Miss Eda in the city Saturday and at the Flora, having finish'*) a week's vaca
--------------------| St. Clair of Calais, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maine Central station welcomed an- tion witli tlipir families, leff Sunday
Auctlon and contract bridge play-I-St. Clair and son Jerry of East Or-) other guest. Mrs. Morrow at the night for Xew Bedford tn Join other
ers will be interested to know that 1 ange. X. J.. Mrs. Aubert St. Clair of present -time is with her husband In members of tlie erew preparatory to
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Austin St. Mexico. It is quite generally thought finishing up rtie scalloping season.
subjects in Hartford. Conr... will give Clair and son Francis and Mrs. Bar that Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lind
lessons to a limited number while rett of Westbrook.
In spite of the unkind reputation
bergh will be at the Morrow homo
-• resting the next few weeks in this
the latter part of August Tliey arc^which the English Channel lias in tlie
city. Mrsr. Brown has successfully
The entire furnishings of a S-rooni now on the Pacific Coast,
minds of those who do not swim
taught classes from the best families house are to lie sold at once. Owner I
• ■
across it. over three million passenof Hartford. She may he reached by is leaving the city. Call anytime at' Xow on sale, new lot of Wirthmor ’ gers a year cross it In the steamers
telpphone for details at i'9-R. 81-83 113 Granite street.—adv.
Dresses at Vesper A. Leach's.—adv. between France and England.
J

HE next time you see tiny Olive
Borden, notice how exquisitely
smooth Lux Toilet Soap keeps her skin.

T

“It’s so important for my skin to have
the special velvety smoothness we mean
by ‘studio skin,’ and Lux Toilet Soap is
so splendid for it that I am delighted.”
-

Smooth

skin always wins
9 out of 10 screen stars
keep their skin lovely this way ...
Mary Duncan, exotically lovely Fox star,
says: “A screen star’s skin simply must be
silken smooth to be ‘studio skin.’ That’s why
I am so faithful to Lux Toilet Soap.”

•

Yiollywood directors find
"T"} EAUTIFUL smooth skin is the
JtJ great heart winner.” George H.
Melford, famous movie director, thus
expresses the experience of 39 leading
Hollywood directors.

“The public certainly takes to its
heart the actress with a skin that
shows flawless—faultlessly smooth
—under the terrific test of the close-up
lights,” he continues. “Such a skin is
a prime factor in making her a star.”

Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux
Toilet Soap. It keeps their skin ex
quisitely smooth for that most im
portant of all tests: the all-revealing
close-up. And all the great film studios
have made it the official soap for their
dressing rooms.

You, too, will find that this delicately
fragrant white soap keeps your skin
exquisite and smooth. Try it—today.
And use it for bath and shampoo, too.

Lux Toilet Soap
Luxury such as you have JotiTo ' \"iy French
soaps a^^ »d $1.00 the cake—now

ZY//

| \ Jr

•
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SEA RECOLLECTIONS

WILL HAVE NEW LAWS
+

TALK OF THE TOWN

J❖
❖

Telephone 892
Always Kool and Komfortable
One of the Publix Theatres
Home of Paramount Pictures

*•

NOW SHOWING

‘The Trial of Mary Dugan’
with

NORMA SHEARER
100% Talking

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

l0W
OAMEY

Where
Cast Is
Cast
TOD
BROWN
ING'S
production

with

LOPE
VELEZ

“Tiger’’ Haines
the animal
hunter is a new
role to enter
the gal'ery of
great Chaney
characteriza
tions.

Jungle, adven
ture !
Lbve,
hate,
drama,
Estelle
you must wit
ness !
Taylor
A Sound Picture

VITAPHONE and MOVIETONE
PRESENTATIONS

Ed. Burneit and Orchestra
“Oft Cn a Silly N'ght”
All Colored Playlet

Shows—2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous 2.09 to 10.39 Saturday

DANCE
Tenant’s Harbor

I. O. O. F. Hall

Every Wednesday Night
Smalley’s Orchestra

+++<•♦<s>++♦+♦+++•:

.j.

Sunday, June 30, saw the largest
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., is ob
Included in the nets passed by the
receipts at the Carlton bridge that serving its annual vacation, there be
last Legislature which will become
have yet been reported, the total tolls ing no meetings during the months
operative at midnight next Saturday
of July and August.
being $1264.
are those making it unlawful for any
Austin Sherman, Jr., toted into The
Some new geography Is being cre person to solicit transportation in a
Courier-Gazette office Saturday a ated on the State road between Hope private motor vehicle on the public
I large butterfly moth of the raono- and Union. Just now it is in a highways; prohibiting the sale of any
crude state, but travelers are bound
1 plane type and grayish hue.
substance which compressed contains
to like the change.
more than one-half per cent alcohol;
Wallace R. Farrington who retired
Naval uniforms will again be in revising the game laws including the
I fn.m office as governor of Hawaii
recently is to become president and evidence at this port the next week creation of a commissioner and deputy
publisher of the Star-Bulletin, the end for the destroyers Sharkey, Stur commissioner of inland fisheries and
tevant. Sands and Isherwood are due game and an advisory council, and in
.eading newspaper in Honolulu.
here with Naval Reserves. The four creasing the cost of resident and non
The aviation committee of the Bos ships will be here over Sunday and resident hunting and fishing licenses,
ton Chamber of Commerce reports the Reserves as well as some of the permitting the killing of bull moose
in certain counties for five days in
150 airports and landing fields in New sailors will have shore liberty.
November of this year.
England. 28 of them being in Maine.
\V. A. Clough, tminent commander
Acts requiring that a person con
1 The ports listed in this State include
Rockland, North Haven and Stoning- of Strathglass Comnianderj- of Rum victed of leaving the scent' of an au
ford. has notified Eminent Command tomobile accident without making
i ton.
er Wiliam T. Flint that the St. John's known his identity whose license is
A representative of the U. S. De Day pictures are ready for distribu suspended or revoked, must furnish
partment of Agriculture, who has tion at $1 each. Commander Flint proof of financial responsibility be
, been making an investigation of game has one of the prints, and orders left fore being granted another license;
providing for an additional member
bird conditions in this State, predicts with him will he tilled promptly.
of the industrial accident commls
' g<xxl woodcock hunting this fall. The
In connection with the next race sion; requiring that an applicant for
native birds are more plentiful than
meet at Knox Trotting Park, Aug. a first class lobster license must have
usual.
6, 7 and 8. there will he a remark been a resident of this State for three
Wednesday and Thursday Racla- able exhibition of fireworks, even years; providing for the inspection of
! nova and Clive Brook will appear in grander than that of last year, which internal combustion engine fuel and
I an all-talking picture, “A Dangerous was admitted to be the best ever lubricating oils offered for sale; to
Woman” . at Park Theatre.
The seen in this section. There will also regulate the trapping of fur-bearing
trained voice of Baclanova is heard be a carnival, and many tine vaude animals; and increasing the amount
to be paid by the State for condemned
in some Russian songs and an Afri ville acts.
cattle, will also become effective at
can tongue. Swahili, is genuinely
A desire to ride over the new ce that time.
spoken.
Daphne Pollard, the co
• • • •
medienne is the Vitaphone attrac ment highway on South Main street
Other laws which will become ef
before it was in readiness for traftion.
til, brought Jack Dodge, the aviator, fective at midnight Saturday, are
The death in Washington, D. C.. into Municipal Court yesterday on a those permitting osteopaths to prac
of Rear Admiral E. W. Eberle, retired, charge of reokless driving. He ap tice surgery; creating the office of
r calls his numerous visits to Rock pealed from a tine of J10 and costs. State entomologist; iv airing teach
land as recorder of the Naval Trial The arrest was made by 'Marshal ers and janitors to file a health cer
Board. He was, in fact, recorder of Webster, and the respondent was tificate: to regulate the manufacture
of bedding; abolishing the office of
the board when the Rockland course represented by Frank A. Tirrell.
coroner; providing for a tax of one
was established. He was at one time
The semi-annual outing and elec mill annually for the support of the
' in charge of the naval department of
j aeronautics, and it was through his in- tion of officers of the Brotherhood University of Maine; creating the
' fluence, and at the request of a mcm- Bitile Class of the First Baptist office of State geologist; permitting
( her of The Courier-Gazette staff that Church, will take place Wednesday the operation of common carriers,
| the dirigible Shenandoah was sent evening, at J. Leroy McConchie's, hotels, restaurants, drug stores and
Ash Point, where the members of the garages and the sale of newspapers
over Rockland a few years ago.
class and their guests will partake of on Sundays; placing an excise tax
Birthdays are not permitted to a shore dinner. The quality and on automobiles and providing that no
pass unnoticed in the Court House quantity of the "feed'' when the class registration be granted unless the tax
family. Register of Probate Charles met at this place last summer ac on the automobile is paid; providing
for the extermination of mosquitoes:
L. Veazie of Rockport was an Inde counts for the occasion being repeated
prohibiting the erection of any dam
pendence Day baby, but as the office this year at the same place.
unless all the bushes, trees and
! is not open on the Fourth, the other
The steamship Clariton, on which stumps within the area to be flowed
, members took time by "the forelock.
! and gave him a reception the preced- Cyrus S. Pinkham was formerly chief have been removed; fixing the penalty
for burglary with explosives at not
' ing day. A birthday cake, gaily deco- engineer, will arrive at this port next
less than 20 nor more than 40 years;
| rated with candles and flags, made week, probably the 13th, and will
permitting towns to lay out bridle
its appearance from some mysterious have her trial trips on the Rockland
paths and trails; p’acing a bounty on
8 turce, and “Charlie” was quite over- course. She leaves Baltimore to
bears; and providing for the licensing
j whelmed with congratulations. Pearl morrow. and will doll up in the Nor
of airmen and aircraft..
, was chairman of the strategy com folk drydock for the coming ordeal.
The 1929 Legislature submitted to
The ship has been taken over by the
mittee.
Navy Department for trial purposes the people five of the measures which
it passed, to be voted on at a general
Just received 25 silk dresses, crepes in order to get this class of ships
and georgettes and placed on sale standardized for the Naval Reserves.
this week at $10.00. E. B. Hastings Everett Orne of Boothbay Harbor,
who was formerly fireman on the
& Co.—adv.
steamboat Boothbay. Is chief engi
Auction and contract bridge play neer on the Clariton. Chief Engineer
ers will be interested to know that Pinkham is now on the Bannock.
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these
James Ross and son Ranlett, who
subjects in Hartford Conn., will give
lessons to a limited number while have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
resting the next few weks in this John Ranlett in Rockville the past
| city. Mrs. Brown has successfully week, returned to Boston Saturday.
taught classes from the best families Mrs. Ross and sons Gifford and James
of Hartford. She may be reached by will remain at Rockville for the sum
1 telephone for details at 989-R. 81-83 mer. Ranlett Ross, standing 6 feet,
2% inches in hls stocking feet, Is a
typical son of an athletic father. He
played left tackle on the Cambridge
DANCE
Latin School team, and was the allchoice for that position.
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G suburban
Young Ross was also captain of the
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
Cambridge Latin crew and manager
v
Refreshments Served
of the baseball team. He will gradu
This Week and Hereafter
ate next June, but unfortunately will
CIT-Th-tf
not pursue his athletic talent in col
lege as he is to enter the Massachu
setts Nautical School a year from
next October. Like his daddy he has
run the gamut of accidents, but also
like his daddy they have no effect
upon hls courage

EVERY

Spruce Head, Me.
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Square and Round Dances

I Smalley’s New Orchestra I

Owl’s Head To.wn Hall
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COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN
TODAY

VITAPHONE ACT
CODCE & ORTH

COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

TALKING

“A
Dangerous
Woman”
HEAR

Baclanova
SING

ALL
TALKING
ALL STAR
ALL
POWERFUL

Grasmere, N. H., June 30.
Editor Qf The Courier-Gazette: —
I see by your paper that what I wrote
in regard to when Capt. William
Fountaine was lost aroused quit£ A
little argument. I will say that I
was much pleased when I read Willis
Snow’s reply. I can remember very
well when the Steamer Ulysses went
ashore between Railroad Wharf and
the South Marine Railway.
Her
boiler laid upon those ledges for
years. The hark Will W. Case was
just launched and the owners were
getting her ready for sea.
Well do <1 remember Capt John
Holmes’ water boat.
I have had
many good sails in that boat and also
the Schooner Willie, but I did not
have any idea that they went ashore
in this town. Now I have three ves
sels in mind that I will mention and
if somebody will please give the year
that they were lost it will please me
very much. The first is the Schooner
William S. Farwell, Capt. Albert
Hunt. The wcond is the Schooner
D. B. Everett, commanded by Capt.
Frank McLain, who was a son of the
late Thomas H. McLain. The third
4s the three master Almon Bird. I
cannot remember the captain’s name.
Does anybody remember what year
it was that Capt. Sam Gross was
smothered to death on board the
Schooner Commonwealth? She was
loading at the Five Kilns and the
fime got afire Capt. Gross’ two boys
Charles and Sidney comprised the
crew. I was down aboard of the
schooner one evening and one of the
boys was sealing up the hatches with
soap. Boy like I wanted to know
what he was using and he told me
that it was homemade butter, and
I believed him. I cannot tell what
time she sailed.. The boys were
asleep and when one of them hap
pened to awake the father was miss
ing. They tacked ship and came

An important real estate deal was
completed through Carolyn Sherer
Swett’s agency yesterday when W.
A. Stanley sold the Stanley House
on Spring street to Guy A. Walker
of Augusta, who will take possession
in about two weeks. Mr. Walker is
a former manager of Green Bros.’
5 & 1ft cent store in this city, and
after leaving here was located as
manager in Belfast six years. He
lias been in Augusta only a short
time. The Stanley House was for
merly the M. H. Nash Hotel, and has
been under Mr. Stanley's ownership
and management the past ten years.
It has been an excellent stand, and
the only reason that induces the
Stanleys to leave it Is tlie fact that
both are in 111 health. Mr. iStaniey
recently bought the Ezra Whitney
property on Cedar street, where he
will engage in farming In a small
way.

Two pretty girls from one of Uncle Sam’s big offices at Washington
stole away from their work to go wading in the tool waters of the
Potomac, where they were caught in the act of by a vigilant cameraman.

“A GREAT CAR”
*550

Neir

(F. O. B. Detroit, plot
charge for freight ana de
livery. Bumpers and spam
tire extra.)

Ford Sport Coupe

THE new Ford Sport Coupe is one of the best-looking
small cars on the market today. Impressively smart,
yet sturdy and substantial. Combines the low, fleet
lines of the roadster w’.tli the advantages of a closed
body.
Rumble scat standard, without extra cost.
Your choice of a variety of colors—an unusual feature
in a low-price car.
Other features are—quick acceleration ... 55 to 65
miles an hour . . . vibration-absorbing engine support
. . . four Houdaille hydraulic two-way shock absorbers
. . . fully enclosed, silent six-brake system . . . Triplex
shatter-proof glass windshield . . . Alemite chassis lubri
cation ... typical Ford economy, reliability and long life.

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.
583 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 333

back to Rockland. It was thought 1 Get the Peoples L&undr y, Llmethat Capt. Sam was lost overboard rock street, Tel. 170. to help you with
They wash quilts,
the cabin door, and there he was.
blankets, curtains, etc.
41-tf
i
Arthur S. Thomas.

July Means Low Prices on Furniture
We Are Offering Startlingly Sharp Reductions NOW On Summer
Furniture. Offering Them in July Instead of August That the
Goods May Serve You During the Real Summer Itself. Buy Now!

COME AND SEE OUR STOCK FOR PRICES!
Top and Side leers, all sizes, wide range of prices; Porch Furniture,
Chairs, Rockers, Ferneries, Hammocks, all types,padded and plain
backs, spring seats; Swaying Divans, Hammock Awnings and
Standards, Oil Stoves and Ranges of all sizes—Nesco, Red Star,
Perfection.
AH At Very Low Prices
Cash or Easy Terms

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
RADIO FANS HEAR EVERYTHING

LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 Main St.

ABBIE ESTER PARKS

A SOUND PICTURE

“CHILDREN OF THE RITZ”
DOROTHY MACKA1LL, JACK MULHALL

1C0%

referendum on the second Monday in
September, 1929.
Three are constitutional amend
ments. which by the constitution it
self must be referred to the people
for approval, and the other two are
acts to which the legislators attached
referendum clauses.
The compromise highway finance
program, agreed upon after many
weary struggles on the last day of the
legislative session proposes to amend
the constitution so as to permit the
issuance of $15,000,000 of bonds
for the construction of highways and
bridges, and also asks the people
to say whether the gasoline tax shall
.be raised from four cents to five cents
a gallon.
A special bond issue of $1,24)0,000
is also proposed for the purpose of
building a bridge over the Penobscot
liver between Prospect and Bucks
port.
A proposed constitutional amend
ment, for the filing of vacancies that
may occur in the personnel of the
executive council provides that they
shall be' tilled by the governor with
the advice and consent of the council.
The fifth referendum measure is
the Carlton bill for the export of sur
plus electric power.
A referendum initiated by promi
nent members of the Grange on the
act granting the right of eminent
domain to electrify utility companies
for the location of high voltage
transmission lines is said to have se
cured more than the requisite ten
thousand signatures, but under the
constitution, cannot go to the people
along with the other measures. The
constitution directs that when there
is no general ejection within six
months the governor may, and if
requ sted in the petition, shall order
such measure submitted to the peo
ple not less than four nor more than
six months from the date of his
proclamation.
The eminent domain act is popu
larly supposed to be a companion
measure to the power export bill, al
though it is a fact that railroads and
other public utilities have the right
of eminent domain and have had it
for years.
It is expected that sufficient refer
endum petitions may be filed to hold
up the effective date of the new trap
ping and hunting act, but no definite
information
has
been
obtained.
Trappers in the northern part of the
State are said to object seriously to
a section of the act which s< t for
ward the opening of the trapping
season, and it has been reported that
referendum were to be invoked on
other sections of the general game
law revision. The printing of the new
law has been postponed by the fish
and ame department until it should
be determined.

Arthur S. Thomas Would
Like Dates of Several Ma
rine Tragedies

When Its Warm in the Capital City

Community Hall

new:

Passed By Legislature Become Effective Saturday
Night—Five Referendum Measures

DANCE

DANCE

A SOUND PICTURE

I Acts

100%
TALKING

BACLA
NOVA
Clive
Brook
Neil
Hamilton
Clyde
Cook
Snitz
Edwards

A large circle of relatives and
friends were saddened by the death
of Mrs. Abbie E. Parks, 44 late Sat
urday night after a short illness. She
had been in ill health for some time.
The deceased was born at North
Waldoboro, April 29, 1885.
She
attended the public school and was
an active child and fond of sports.
After leaving school, she worked for
a short time for Lincoln Benner and
family, Nobleboro, whence she camo
to Thomaston to work for Miss Lyda
Crawford. Dec. '23, 1995 she was
married to Enos Parks of Thomaston
where she had since made her home.
She is survived by him and their two
children, a father, mother, two
brothers and three sisters. She lost
one child, Annie.
A devoted mother and a home
maker Mrs. Parks was respected by
oil who knew her Her loyalty to
friends and her passionate love for
flowers were marked characteristics.
She was ifond of travel, having been
in all the New England states and
three times in Canada. She was a
member of the Woman’s State Relief
Corps, P. Henry Tilson Post, also of
the Woman's Educational Club of
Rockland In all of which she took
great interest.
Funeral services were held at the
family home. Rev. J. C. MacDonald
officiating. Interment was made at
Thomaston.

Rockland
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We have a large stock of

Used Sewing Machines
Different Makes

Drop Heads $10 $15 $20
Also New Electric*Machines

Agents for every pari for FAMILY SEWING MACHINES
Accessories for All Machines
Needles
—
Belts
Special Oil put up by Ourselves
Just to prove that everything comes to radio eventually, a photographer
snapped the above in a National Broadcasting Company studio recently.
The odd-looking group is composed of Nigerian tribesmen, who presented
some of their weird rites in the Sunday night program of the Utica Jubilee
Singers a few weeks ago. The object with the horns represents one of the

Nigerian gods.
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J. A. BREWSTER, Shirt Maker
Camden, Me.

Tel. 120

Est. 1893

Just Back of Chandler’s Pharmacy
76-T-tf
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